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CHAPTER I1

introduction

the word of wisdom comprises section 89 of the

doctrine and covenants and is accepted as scripture by

members of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday

as are the rest of the revelations contained in this volume

it was first announced by joseph smith on february 27

1833 at kirtland ohio the name of the revelation is
taken from the first verse which reads A word of wisdom

for the benefit of the council of high priests assembled

in kirtland and the church and also the saints in zion

the revelation can be logically broken downdoun into six main

divisions
1 it is not good to drink wine or strong drink

except for sacramental purposes when used in the sacrament

the wine must be pure wine of the grape of the vine
2 tobacco is not good forfox man

3 hot drinks are not good for man hot drinks

the doctrine and covenants salt lake city
the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday 1952
section 89 in objective historical writing all
revelations should be dealt with by using qualifying
adjectives to facilitate readingreadingsreadin thegt use of such
adjectives has been avoided this does not mean of
course that historical proof beyond refutation is in the
possession of the author
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are interpretatedabed by church leaders to mean tea and coffee
4 herbs and fruits are ordained for the co-

nstitution nature and use of man they are to be used

with prudence

5 the flesh of beasts and fowls is to be used

sparingly by man

6 all grain is ordained for the use of man

and of beasts to be the staff of life
the revelation was a greeting rather than a

commandment but showed forth the order and will of
god in the temporal salvation of all saints in the

2last days those who obey admonitions are promised

that they will receive health and strength find wisdom

and great treasures of knowledge run and not be weary

walk and not faint and escape the destroying angel

who will not slay them

although the revelation contains much of a

positive nature this study will be confined to those

verses which prohibitprohibits the use of alcohol tobacco tea
and coffee church leaders generally have chosen to place

emphasis in this area and abstinence from these items

has been made a test of church fellowship to almost

all mormonsmormonsgMormoncormonsMor adherencesgmons to the word of wisdom

2the fact that it was not given as a literal
commandment has caused considerable controversy and this
willifill be examined in a latter chapter

interpretated

0 0

t12

andnot

althoughthe

stitution
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implies such abstinence

interpretations stresses and attitudes regarding

this aspect of mormonismMonnon haveibmism fluctuated and changed

over the yearbyearsyearsopearso r today the revelation has literally
become a badge of distinction for members of the church

of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday and mormons every-

where are known for adherence to this doctrinedoctrin nearly
every recent nonmormonnon writermormon who has written of mormon

society has made note of the practice among church
3members

the purpose of this thesis is to trace the

historical development of the word of wisdom and deter-
mine its influence both past and present on the lives
of latterdaylatter saintsday many articles pamphlets and

books hawehavehavhaw been written in support of the health code
4which the revelation advocates but with two exceptionexceptions

3aee3eesee for exampleexemexam theplespletpies following accounts written
by nonmormonnon visitorsvisivlsimormon ttorst thomas F odeaodemoldem the mormons
chicago university of chicago press 1957y PP 41469144146144

william
146

J whalwhatvhalen the latterdaylatter saintsday in the modelmodemmodern
DMdaydey worldwo newrid yorks john day co 1964 ppap 22122822122221
robert

228
mullen the latterdaylatter selntsaintssaintday new yorks doubleday

and co 1966 ppa 262726 wallace turner the mormon
establishment bostontBos houghtontont mifflin oo00co 1966
PP 545554

4
55

the most prominent works of this nature amesaresaregamex
frederick J pack tobacco and human efficiency salt
laakelakeleke citycityx deseret news 1919 L weston oaks medical
aspects of the latterdaylatter saintday word of wisdom picosprovoipioos
brigham young university 1929 john A and leah derdir
widtsoeWidt thesoe word of wisdom A modemmodernmodea interpretation
salt lake city deseret book coy 1950950 david geddes

our word of wisdom salt lake citycitti deseret book oo00co
t9157t51964

e
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no one has attempted to trace its development historically
leonard J arrington wrote a short but perceptive paper

which stressed the importance of economic factors in utah
during the 1863 as one reason for stressing the word

of wisdom then david geddes included a brief chapter
on the historical background of the revelation in a book

that was primarily concerned with the health aspects of

the doctrine thus the need for this study becomes

readily apparent it is hoped that such an effort will
dispel many prominent myths about the word of wisdom and

by separating truth from error mekemake more clear a sensitive
phase of mormon history that has never been adequately

linedexaminedminedex

the approach is chronological chapter two

discusses the prevailing environment in which the revelation
was given and examines various explanations of its
origin the remaining chapters examine the interpretations
and applications of the principle beginning with the

administration of joseph smith and concluding with
present church policies

the writer has obtained his materials primarily
from published speeches of mormon leaders minutes of

leonard J arrington an economic interpretation
of the word of wisdomswisdomnwisdomwibWisvib brighamdomn younyoungtoungtoun verbifytoliversifyuniversityversifynoliTOlinoll studies
vol 1 winter 1959 PPppe 3749574937 49

david geddes our word of wisdom salt lake citycityicitti
deseret book co 1964

je ashort

5

6

e

bri a
90

cdavid6david
cot 1964drcos



important latterdaylatter saintday meetings mormon diaries
journals and letters accounts of nonmormonsnon whomormons lived
and traveled among church members and contemporary

newspapers and periodicals by structure the mormon

church is strongly authoritarian and because of this a

good deal of emphasis has been placed on learning the

attitudes of church leaders toward this doctrine

in this thesis the words church mormon

and saint will be used interchangeably and will refer
to members of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter
saints

day

the word gentile n will refer to nonmembers

of the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday
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CHAPTER II11

THE ORIGINS OF THE WORD OF WISDOM

the early nineteenth century
temperance movement

in early nineteenth century american communities

liquordrinkingliquor wasdrinking common and wide spread it was

estimated that the consumption of spirits in 1792 was two

and a half gallons per person per year by 1810 the

figure had reached four and a half gallons and in 1823

seven and a half gallons liquor was a common table
beverage in most homes and a universal mark of hospitality
at almost any kind of gathering business or social

2customcusto demanded that drink be provided the spirit of
a drinking nation is vividly reflected in horace greeleygreeleys

recollection of boyhood days in vermont

in my childhood there was no merrymakingmerry theremaking
was no noentertainmententertainmentnonentertainment of relatives or friends there
was scarcely a casual gathering of two or three
neighbors for an eveningseveningevening1s social chat without
strong drink cider always while it remained
drinkable without severe contortion of visage rum at
seasons and on all occasions were required and
providedprovided& no house or barn was raised without a
bountiful supply of the latter and generally of
both A wedding without toddy flip sling
or punch n with rum undisguised in abundance would

alice felt tyler Freedomfreedom1freedomsfreedoms s1 ferment r new york
harper and row 1941944 ppe 312

p
august F fehlandtfehPeh Aabentacentlandt century1 ofZ drink reform in

the VSUS cincinati jennings and graham 1904 ppap 192020
6

cen
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fermentnew
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etyler3tyler freedomfreedomisfreedomsFree sdomIs Fermenfermentferments p 310 citing horace
greeley recollections ppap 99100

ibid p 3140314

ernestbernest5ernest H cherrington the evolution of prohibitprohibiprohlbiPro
tion

hibihibl
in the united states of americaAmerL vebtervillewemtervillewestervilleca ohioohionohiov

american issue press 1920 ppe 747574 75e75

have been deemed a poor mean affair even among the
penniless while the more thrifty or course dispensed
wine brandy and gin in profusion dancing almoasalmostalmoat
the only fasttimepasttimepast whereintime the sexes jointly partici-
pated was always enlivened and stimulated by liquor
militia trainingthentrailingstrainingstraining rigidlythen enforced at least
twice a year usually wound up with a drinking frolic
at the village tavern election days were drinking
days and even funerals were regarded as in-
adequately celebrated without the dispensing of
spirituous consolation J

naturally the common and almost unrestrained use

of ardent spiritsspIrit led to widespread intemperance and

various reformers voiced concern over increasing evils
wrought by strong drink from the time of the american

revolution until 181518159 benjamin rush was the central
figure among temperance agitators and his inquiry into
the effect of ardent qiritsspiritseiritsS uponuponthethe humenhuman mind and body

4went through eight editions eventually the movement

was supported by christian leaders and temperance reform

became inseparably connected with the spread of ravivreviv
alipticalisticallstlc religionrelirellreil many5gionglon churchgoers came to view drinking
as inconsistent with christian tenets as well as an

indication of moral depravity prior to this time the
movement was characterized by philanthropic concerns

rather bhanthan moral convictionconvictions and thus lacked the

zealous spirit that was apparently necessary to bring

3tyler

7

affalrf
wineg

yearusually wounduproundup drink g

0
withoutwithout
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ratherthan

4
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77cherringtoncherrington the evolution of prohibition p 93
Q

danial dorchesterDor thechesters liquor problem in allaresages new york phillips and hunehuntnune 1884ibbs p 256
Q
krout the origins of prohibition p 143

8

about more positive results
the creation of the american temperance society

in 1826 marked the beginning of organized temperance

groupsgroupsg and inaugurated a movement which had far
reaching consequences almost immediately hundreds of
state and local auxiliaries sprang into existenceexlexiemi andstencel
within a year after the organization of the american

temperance society 222 local groups had been formed

in sixteen states by 183118319 state organizations had been

established in all but five states and 2200 local
societies had been organized with a membership approxi-

mating 170000 two years later the number of local
organizations had increased to 5000 with a total member

7ship of 1250000 1 by 1830 throughout the nation
more than fifty distilleries had been stopped more than

four hundred merchants had renounced the traffic and

more than twelve hundred drunkards had ceased to use the
Q

drunkards drinkdrinks individual states also produced

statistics which indicated that liquor traffic was losing
Q

the respectability of former times

prior to the early 183018 many societies carefully

john A krout the originsorkOrL ofgingginseing prohibitionjx2jjlbjt new
york russell and russell 1925

6

0 n

8
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3francis PR weisenburgerveisenburgerweisenburgersisenburgerVevelsenWeisen theburgers history of the

statestat of ohio vol illIII111liiili the passinpassing of the frontier
182418501824 columbus1850 ohio state archaeological and his-
torical society 1941 p 1261260

ierler
182411

orlori ins

interpintern etatlon

slateststatest

prohibiprohibitt1
ionlon

9

distinguished between distilled spirits and other alcoholic
beverages and there were relatively few prohibiitonsprohibiltons
regarding beery wine and ciderscider by10 1836 opposition

to this eliberalwliberalliberaliberalwl interpretation had arisen and many

local societies adopted constitutions which required

abstinence from all intoxicating liquors this
diversity of opinion eventually resulted inim a cleavage

with one group demanding total abstinence advocating

prohibition and condemning producers and retailers
as well as drinkers where the other opposed any pledge

of abstinence and simply urged a moderate approach toward

intoxicating drinks the split created by this issue
plus the tendency of southern temperance leaders to

identify some of the northern agitators with the abolition
movement contributed to a decline in temperance interest

12and enthusiasm by the late 1830

the people of the state of ohio participated in
and were directly affected by the temperance movementmovements

abinasin other frontier states addiction to liquor was not
13uncommon prior to 18301830e g a commodity whiskey was

dorchester the liquorlir problemuorbor p 236236f.236 krout
the origins of prohibitiontprohibitions ppap 156157153157&156153

krout
157157&

the origins of prohibition ppap ISIT1561570IS
12

IT
tyler freedomfreedomlsFreedofreedoms s

beer

11

1830s
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As
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produced on numerous farms and could be purchased for
14

15 to 25 cents a gallon james finley the methodist

revivalist noted as he rode his circuit in ohio that
not only was alcohol used as a disease preventative but

that it was also regarded as a necessary beveragebeverage& &

A house could not be raised a field of wheat outcutcuboub down

nor could there be a log rolling a husking a quilting
a wedding or a funeral without the aid of alcohol
nearly

15

all classes of people were given to drinking

ministers not excepted one exsenatorex indicatedsenator in
1837 that he had been for several years the last survivor

of nine resident lawyers in cincinnati in 1796 all the

rest having become drunkards and dying early another16

member of the legal profession complained that the vast
majority of bar members were slaves to the vice of

17drinking public intoxication was prevalent and it was
1 ftnot uncommon to see women drinking freely

such undesirable conditions were somewhat alleviated

14
R carlyle buley glimpses of pioneer midwestmid

social
west

and cultural history the mississippi valley
historical review vol 23 maichmarch 1937 PP 49649749645&

1

4974970
S15wlerwylertyierhyleroyier freedomfreedoms ferment ppap 310311310 citing311

james finley aut obiographyi p 248

weisenburger the passing of the frontier p
127 citing jacob burnetbulet letters historical and
philosophical society of ohio transactions cincinnati
vol I1 1839 P 13

17buleybuiey glimpses of pioneer historyHistorysoryl pc 4964960

ibid18

alcohol15
dr ineinglne

18

s
autobioamphy pe 2 48mr

16 fro intieretier pa
I1

19 18399 po 130

17buley p
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in the early 183018301 whens a flurry of temperance reform

appeared As in other areas the churches became the

leading vehicles for temperance expression with the
19evangelical denominations in the forefronforefrontsforeiron shaker

societies in ohio a sect familiar to many mormonscormonsMor

appear

monsmonst

to have opposed the drinking of intoxicants
20early however the movement was not strictly sectarian

in nature several distinguished citizens spearheaded

the crusades among them governor robert lucas a
21leader of ohio temperance society from 1832 to 1836

the hotbedhot forbed temperance reform in ohio was

the western reserve area with approximately onequarterone

of

quarter

the total temperance societies in the state located
22there the reserve was the scene of an ultraradicalultra

religious
radical

element n whose churches quickly incorporated

the movement within the area of moral reform and regula
23tion reverend edward brown an oberlin ohio resident

19weisenburgerwelbenWelsenweiben theburgorburger passing of the frontier ppe
161163

20charles nordhoff the communistic societies of
the united states newnow york harper and brothers 1875i
P 215

21 krout the origins of prohibition pa 136

22ibid l1 P 130 the northeast section of ohio
is known as the western reserve during the period of
mormon residency it was occupied largely by people of
new england origin

23alfred mathews ohio and her western reserve
new york D appleton and co 130

n

pront ierler

1875
pe

p

mormon

rve

forefron

ththestateestate

new

bot
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noted that by the early 1830 isingsraisings11raisingsra construction
of buildingsjbuildingbuildings without whisky soon became the rule instead

24of the exception in that part of ohio
some schools were also organized and conducted

on temperance principles in this periodperiods by 1832 kenyon
K

college reported a temperance society of 167 members

while oberlin college founded shortly afterward by

congregationalists laid its governing foundations on
2temperance principles D griffiths a temporary settler

in the region observed the changes wrought by the crusade

and noted that many distillery houses closed down while

numerous merchants gave up the sale of ardent spirits
the inhabitants in general said griffiths who hanehavebavebane

much regard to their reputation practice total abatiabsti
27nence

newspapers helped to spread temperance reforms

by publishing long articles and providing editorial
0

comment on the movement the painesvillegainesvillePaines telegraphtelegraphytelegeaphville

24justus newton brown temperance and church
building in pioneer days on the western reserve ohio
historical quarterly vol 28 april 191919199 Ppo 253

25wyman VW parmerparkerparkeparme edwin M stanton at kenyon
the ohio state archaeological and historical quarterly
vol 60

krout the origins of prohibition p 148

27D griffiths residence in the newnow settlements
of ohio london westley and davis 1835 ppe 1291301291300129

00 glimpsesiglimpses

130

buleyculeyduleybuiey of pioneer history p 497

1830sp

25

temperanceprinciplese 26

28
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r

26

chioalondon
128
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a gamugagaeuga county publication that was probably read by

many of the saints proved no exceptionexcept asiongionslons it frequently

issued warnings against intemperance in november of
1832 the telegraph noted that several leading citizens
were indifferent to the movement because it was associated
with sectarianism and urged all individuals sects and

29groups to unite in the temperance causecauses

temperance agitation was apparently strong in the
mormon settlements of kirtland and mentor on october

o06 1830 the kirtland temperance society was organized

andrew crary a resident of kirtland in this era stated
that the society was both active and influential and

prospered beyond the expectation of its most sanguine
31advocates the kirtland distillery which had existed

since 1819 was closed for want of patronage by february
32

1 1833 approximately four weeks before smith announced

the revelation twoewo twodistillerlesdistilleries at mentor were also

29gainesvillepainesyillepainesvillePaines telegraphteleaTeleoville painesvillepainesvilletgainesvillePainesaph ohiovillevillet nov
22 183218320 additional references to events related to the
temperance movement in this newspaper during this time
period are located under the following dates in 1832
jan 10 marmarv 131 mar3.3 20 april 17 april 24 july 5
july 19 aug 9 in 1833 jan 18 feb 22

30christopher G crary pioneer and personal
reminiscences marshallshalishmil town iowa marshall printing co
18931993 PPpppppsr 252625 26w

ibid

26

31ibido t ppa 6868e

ibid32 ppeibidev 2323t 24 68

saintst

3061

X

30christopher perbonalsonal
remini scencerscences marshalltownMarshall

68e
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33discontinueddiscontinue crary concluded that the kirtland society

did more to reclaim the drunkard save the moderate

drinker and protect the rising generationgener thanateonatLon the whole

prohibition party of ohio has ever done or ever will
34do

one can only conjecture as to the influence local
temperance agitation had on joseph smith and the mormonscormonsMor

one

mons

historian has written that it is not improbable that
some saints were members of the kirtland temperance

35scoietyscoietyl while another has recorded that the vordword

of wisdom reflected the impact of the ferment of ideas

and movements that thronged the age of jackson and was the
mormon equivalent of the temperance movement of that

certainly while the mormon prophet was in all
likelihood not associated with any temperance organization

it seems highly improbable that he would not have been

sensitive to the prevailing temperance sentiment

the health reform movement

the physiological health reform movement was another

ibid p 68

34J ibid
35dean D mcbrien the influence of the frontier

on joseph smithssmithy unpublished doctors dissertationgeorge washington university 1929 ppap 147149147 149

n34

35dean
smith

36robert EK fielding the growth of the mormon
church in ohio unpublished doctors dissertation
indiana university 1957 P 146

de

331bid 00 pe 68e

36robert
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product of nineteenth century religious fervorfervors this
movement was characterized by a preoccupation with the

effects of various substances upon the human body

sylvester graham former agent of the pennsylvania tem-

perance societySo wasclety a significant force in this crusade
graham recommended abstinence from distilled spiritsspiritstspiritist

wine beer cider tobacco opium coffee tea pepperpopper

mustard and every other kind of artificial stimulentsstimulants
37and narcoticsnarcotic grahegraham was not the only one to condemn

the use of alcohol tobacco tea and coffee there
is evidence that medical opinion supported some of his
views A contemporary medical journal the journaljouxboux ofnalnai

healthhealthy condemnedconden themed use of these four items and also
qaq0

advised against excessive meat eating in philadelphia
the college of physicians and surgeons introduced a course

39in the pathology of intemperance while some seventy

five physicians in the state of new york signed a statement

indicating that distilled spirits would no longorlonger occupy
40a prominent place on their list of curativescura

37

tives

sylvesylvesters ter graham the aesculapian tablets of the
nineteenth century providence weeden and cory 1834
p vii

38 journal of health phil 1830 vol 1 ppap 7
13 19 36 40 98 136 154 157160157160157 219220219160igo 297220 329

39krout the origins of prohibition citing journal
of humanity february 17 1830

40ibid t citing annual report new york state
temperanceTe societyMerance 1833

w ethithX

38

int emperanctemperancempe eranc f

37sylvester
cent

79
139 409
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it is evident that at least by 1835 sylvester
grahams influence had reached parts of ohio the
oberlin covenant not only opposed liquor but also advocated

41that tea and coffee not be used school residents
were also excited over many of grahanpgraham s dietary suggestions

and for two or three years the dining hall furnished
42graham fare

the use of tobacco was common in this era and while

no influential organizations comparable to temperance

societies were established to combat its use there
were indications of reform on the local level some of
which could have conceivably had some influence on joseph

smith oberlin college in nearby lorain county opposed
43tobacco while at gambler fifty members of the kenyon

temperance society totally abstained from tobacco after
hearing reverend james mcelroy state that tobacco was

44little less injurious than excessive drinking among

religious sects the shakers discouraged the smoking and
45chewing of tobacco and the zoar society of separatists

41 james H fairchild oberlin the colony and the
college oberlin chiotohiot ea J goodrichgoodri 18839931885 PP 828382

ibid
83

ibideibxd43

44parker edwin M stanton at kenyon ajyj p 238

nordhoff communisticommunisticcommunistic societies ppap 166167166
2022020

167
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tobaacotccot
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46at tuscarawasTusca countyrawas disallowed its use it would

appear that some reform was long overdue n ohio the
use of tobacco was almost universal among men and not

uncommon among women the weaker sex smoked cigars and
47pipes as well as engaging in the art of snuff chewing 1

tobacco users were notorious for poor manners and sophi-
sticated individuals could do little but complain and hope

48for betterbettorbettez times

variant explanationsexclanatlons of the origin
ofor the hordofwordof wisdom

there are at least two schools of thought regarding

the origin of the word of wisdom the first generally

holds the revelatorynonrevelatorynon view that the pronouncement was

the product or logical result of contemporary experience

and more particularly the temperance movemovementmovementsmentsmenty while the

second school obviously in the main composed of church

members accepts the revelatory nature of the word of

wisdom and claims it grew out of specific problems within

the church in the writer opinion it would not be

inconsistent for mormons to accept some combination of

both views

46ibid p 111iiilii
47buley glimpses of pioneer history p 492
48francis trollope misticdomisticnomisticDo manners of the amer-

icans london gilbert and rivingtonRiving 1832tonstono contains many
interestingerestingcresting accounts of tobacco abuse in frontier ohio

tn
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aicoalcohoigholl tobaccoytobaccottobactobacco
the eating intemperately of meats thereafter
and his paper gave wide publicity to the temperance
cause temperance societies were organized in great
numbers during the early thirties six thousand
being formed in one year on the western reserve
mamymany temperance lectures were delivered many temperance
pamphlets circulated and many temperance meetings
held from 1826 on the arguments used everywhere
were based as much on physical as on moral grounds
on october 6 1830 the kirtland temperance society
was organized with two hundred thirty nine members
among its members were listed a george smith several
morleysmorlessMor aleys velisveilswells a coe and a lyman these are names
all associated with the history of mormonism and itis not improbable though not known as certaincer
that

taing
these temperance workers had relatives among Q

the saints even if they themselves were not cormonsmormonsMor

McBrienmcbrien11mcbriens

mons

s position is based on credible evidence

As pointed out previously there is little question that
joseph smith and church members were aware of and

probably influenced by temperance crusadescrus theadess movement

was national in scope and heartily endorsed by prominent

49mcbrien the influence of the frontier on
joseph smith ppap 147149147 149

odtheofthe

at6t
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one of the first scholars to advance the notion

that the wordvordwoud of wisdom was a reflection of the prevailing
social and religious climate was dean mcbrien who wrote

in 192919291

A survey of the situation existing at kirtland
when the revelation came forth is a sufficient expla-
nation for it the temperance wave had for bomesomesombom time
been engulfing the kestvestwest just a few years before
robert owen had abolished the use of ardent spirits
in3 hisn community at new harmony in 1826 marcus
morton had founded the american temperance society
called at first the cold water society by ray of
contempt in june 1830 the millennialmillenialMil harbingerlenial
quoted in full and with the hearty personal endorse-
ment of alexander campbellcampbelllcampbeli an article from the
philadelphia journaljournalJou ofrhal henithhealthyhealth which article most
strongly condemned the use of alcoholsalcoholalcoholl

a

at

causebsesbeb

manytemperance

49

11
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cumOwnsstancestancostances which led to the giving of the word of
wisdom as any man in the churchy although I1 was not
present at the time to witness them the first
school of the prophets was held in a small room
situated over the prophet josephs kitchen in a house
which belonged to bishop whitney and which was attached
to his store which more probably might be about fifteen
feet square in the rear of this building was a
kitchen probably ten by fourteen feet containing
rooms and pantries over this kitchen was situated
the room in which the prophet received revelations
and in which he instructed his brethren the brethren
came to that place lss hundreds of miles to attend
school in a little room probably no larger than
eleven by fourteen when they assembled together
in this room after breakfast the first thing they i

did was totod lightight their pipes and while smoking
talk about the great things of the kingdom and spit
all over the room and as soon as the pipe was out
of their mouths a large chew of tobacco would then

IWalss

tonighttojight

19

political and religious leaders it has been demonstrated

that at the time the revelation was announced the
western reserve area of ohio was the scene of much

temperance agitation and societies had been formed and

were operating in mormon townships apparently with a good

deal of success certainly josephs declaration that
strong drinks are not for the belly reflected contemporary

american opinion on the question of intemperance it
would be less safe however to assert that joseph was

influenced by movements that opposed the use of tobacco

tea and coffee there is no record of the prophet

ever meeting or mentioning sylvester graham and it would

appear that grahamismGraham didism not become popular in ohio

until after the revelation had been promulgated

the traditional mormon view of the origin of the

word of wisdom was best explained by brigham young

I1 think I1 am as well acquainted with the cir-
cumstances

toJ
rooms
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be taken often when the prophet entered the room
to give the school instructions he would find himself
in a cloud of tobacco smoke this and the co-
mplaints of his wife at having to clean so filthy a
floor made the prophet think upon the matter and he
inquired of the lord relating to the conduct of the
elders in using tobacco and the revelation known g
as the word of wisdom was the result of his inquiry

david whitmerWhit amersmert prominent mormon in the 1830

became

fagfastag

disaffected from the church and years later gave

his own version of the origin of the revelation
0 quite a little party of the brethren and

sisters being assembled in smithsmitht shou ws howehowohomo some of the
men were excessive chewers of the filthy weed and
their disgusting slobbering and spitting caused
mrs smith to make the ironical remark that
it would be a good thing if a revelation could be

had declaring the use of tobacco a sin and commanding
its suppressionsuppressonlt the matter was taken up and
joked about one of the brethren suggested that
the revelation should also provide for a total
abstinence from tea and coffee drinking intending
this as a counter dig at the sisters sure enough
the subject was afterward taken up in dead earnest
and the ord of wisdomswisdomtwisdom was the resultresultsresuit

brigham toungyoungyounggyoungs sermon of february 8 1868
journal of Discoursediscourses XII londonLon 18841884tdong ppe 158
further insight intoint this ixioiflentauclde is provided by the
following account of zebedee coltrin who some fifty
years later related the actual circumstances when smith
announced the revelation the prophet joseph was in an
adjoining room and came in with that revelation
in his hand out of the twenty two members that were
there assembled all used tobacco more or less except
two joseph read the revelation and when they heard itthey allmiimil laid aside thelktheir pipes and use of tobacco

december 23 1883 historical department of
the church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday salt
lakelmke city cited hereafter as HDC

p des moines dailyailydallydaliyallyaliz news bes moines iowa
october 16 1886

50

1830fas
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alllaid thelrpipes
0 see minutes of the st george school of the

prophets 11 23t
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althoughAlthou whitmerOh obviously did not accept this
and many other later revelations as inspiredlyinspiredyinspiredinspire his state-
ment agrees basically with brigham younansyoung1syounals explanation

both concluded that a contemporary situation or problem

caused the prophet to seek further knowledge and obtain
more conclusive information on the subject young obvi-

ously represented the traditional church viewpoint by

implying that josephsJoseph source of knowledgeknowledg wmswas deitydeityydelty
while whitmer inferred a less than divine origin both

explanations are quite compatible with mcbriantmcbriensmcbrientBriensMc positionBrient

and

s

many mormons see nothing inconsistent in accepting

both interpretations by believing that it was characteristic
for joseph smith to seek enlightenment on a subject by

way of communicationcouumim withcation god only after he had some

personal experience or problem with it

knowledgewas

dy

ts ewas



CHAPTERCRAPTER III111lii
A TIME OF TRIAL AND moderation THE FIRST

DECADE OF THE WORD OF WISDOM

there was no consistent pattern of interpretation
or application of the word of wisdom between the time it
was given and the middle 1840 this may well be

explainedexplainedbyexplainesplain by the fact that the principle was still in
its infancy and differing approaches to it by church

authorities were to be expected nevertheless a few
wr

trends are clearly discemabled1scernable

it is evident that at first adherence to at least
some portions of the revelation was mandatory and necessary

for church fellowship years later zebedee coltrin
recalled that those who gave up using tobacco eased

off on licorice root but there was no easing off on

tea and coffee these they had to give up straight or

their fellowship was jeopardisedjeopardized
apparently by the mid 1830tsSOs it was wellunderstoodwell

that
understood

hot drinks specifically referred to tea and

coffee init 1833 a sister brown apostatized from the
churchchurchy gavingivinggivingawin as one of her reasons that joseph smithes

minutes of the salt lairelahe school of the prophets
october 11 18831383 HDC

22
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wife had offered her a cup of tea or coffee after a long
32arduous journeyjourneys in 1835 two mormon missionaries

wilford woodruff and harry brown surprised a mr jerredjerrew
Q

and his wife by not drinking coffee that same year

williamawilliamwilliamvWillia W phelps noted that the kirtland saints were

living the word of wisdom and refraining from tea and
4coffee the minutes of ecclesiastical trials of prominent

mormons at par west missouri provide additional evidence

that abstinence from these articles was stressed oliver
cowdery justified drinking tea for health purposes while

david and john whitmer claimed they used tea and coffee

but never considered them to be hot drinks lyman

johnson was also charged with drinking tea and coffee

as well as whiskey and at par west the saints voted to
7not support stores selling these items

while the saints opposed the common use of tea

2 memoirs of george albert smith entry under
18339 HDCHPC

33journaljournal history of the church of jesusjesu christ
of latterdaylatter saintsSaintdeyday january 13t13f 183518359 HDC cited
hereafter as journal history

journal historyHisto mayrysryt 26 1835
5 par west record p 92 document containing

minutes of meetings heldholdheid in ohio and missouriMisso HDCHDCsurisurit
far6 west itrecord p 119

7joseph smith history of the church of jesus
christ of latterdaylatter darday saints ed B he roberts 2nd ed
rev salt lake citycityicitti deseretD book co 1967197 II11119ils 524
hereafter cited as smith historyhist2y of the church
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and coffee it would appear that they had little objection

to its occasional use for medicinal purposes in an age

when these items were frequently used as a relief for
a wide variety of ailments it would have been imprudent

Q

to have entirely forbidden their use incidents such

as cowdery drinking tea and emma smith offering a tired
traveler a hot drink for extreme fatigue are understandable
when viewed in this perspective

A similar point could be made regarding the
consumption of strong drinks while the general use of
whiskey and liquor was contrary to the principle many

saints felt these beverages had redeeming medicinal

qualities it was drunk by some to help remedy the

effects of cholera and evidently was used as an alleviating
9cure for the effects of other sicknessessielmesseso sidney rigdon

perhaps as strict and rigid as any mormon leadenleaderloader regarding

word of wisdom observance proposed in december 1836

that churchmembers discontinue liquor in health and in
sickness but it would appear that this instruction was

not followedfollowefollone by many saintosasaintsasaints the fact that rigdon1srigdon1 s

Q
madge E pickard and R carlyle buley the midwest

pioneer his tileills cures and doctors crawfordsville
indiana R E banta 1945 PPPPOppm 359735 provides97 an excel-
lent treatment of frontier medical proceduresproeeprode anddures curativescura

0
tives

memoirs of george albert Smithsmithtjsmithtlsmithel

occas lonal

8
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approach to the word of wisdom reflected his basic tendency

to define or explain many issues and principles along

rigid lines probably accounted in part for the lack ofor

complete support that this proposal received As will
be seen the prophet had quite a different approach

some church members used liquor for reasons other
than medicinal joseph smith and other prisoners drank

liquor and whiskey in the liberty jail in token of
friendship while references to winedrinkingwine aredrinking
commonplace excessive drinking however was not

tolerated and some mormons were threatened with loss
12of membership for failure to curb drunkennesswdrunkenness

the journal of joseph smith reveals many instances
where joseph and other church leaders drank wine and a

tolerant attitude towards the consumption of this
beverage is particularly noticeable after a wedding

feast in january 1836 joseph wrote we then partookpax

of

took

some refreshments and our hearts were made glad with
1 3the fruit of the vine A week later at the marriage

of john boynton orson hyde luke S johnson and warren

parrish presented the presidency with three servers of
glasses filled with wine to bless joseph recorded his

andrew jens on historical record salt lake
city andrew jenson 1888 VIIvil 456 peter H burnettbulett
recollectionsrecollecrecollet andtionseions opinions of an old pioneer new yorktorktorltori
D applet on and co 1880 ppap 656665

farpar
66

west record p 138
1

smith history of the churchechurchychurch II11tivtit ppe 3693690

1113

11 jenson
1888t9 vii9viig

APPietlet 1880 9

12

11
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reaction as followsfolfoi
and

slowselovse

it fell to my lot to attend to this duty
which I1 cheerjmilycileerfully ftscharekschare4r d

despite the injunction

contained in the revelation discouraging the drinking

of wine except for sacramental purposes the casual

nature of the allusions to this beverage suggest that many

church authorities did not consider moderate wine drinking

in the same category as the use of strong drinks

what then constituted word of wisdom observance

in the 1830 evidence suggests that the drinking of

tea coffee and liquor was in general violation of the

principle though exceptions can be foundfounds all of these

items vere used by the saints for medicinal purposes

moderate winedrinkingwinevrine wasdrinking evidently acceptable to most

church leaders there is little mention of tobacco and

although church members voted in 1837 not to support

institutions selling this commodity it seems safe to

assert that the saints were allowed some leewaylee inway this
area coltrincoltrins observation regarding the easingleasing off on

ibid II11 ppe 377378377

ibid

378

q V 380

ken
0 0 a

in

IT

may 1843 the prophet drank a glass of wine

with sister jenetta richardswi th 15

n

1830s

T

14

vt 380r W

atacharqd it was then passed
round in order then the cake in the same order and
suffice it to say our hearts were made glad while
partaking of the bounty of earth which was presented 9

until we had taken our fill and joy filled every
basumbosum

pen

reke

teasing
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licorice root supports this contention in shortsshorty it
would seem that adherence to the revelation to at least
1839 required church members to be moderately temperate

but certainly not total abstinence

whatever interpretation was given to it the

word of wisdom was nevertheless regularly emphasized in
the early years of the church in february 183 the
high council of the church resolved that no official
member in this church is worthy to hold an office after
having the word of wisdom properly taught him and he

the official member neglecting to comply with or obey it
17 this statement was later reprinted in the

november 1836 issue of the messenger and advocate

to answer frequent applications for advice

respecting official members of this church relative to
1 fttheir observance of the word of wisdom in may of

1837 the messenger and advocate reaffirmed its previous
19stand and stressed obedience to all of god commandments

the quorum of seventies voted to withdraw fellowship from

minutes of the salt lake school of the prophets
october 11 1883 refer to first page of chapter for the
first reference to coltrins quote

17smith history of the church II11 p 35

messengermesseMosse andneer advocate kirtland ohio

root 16 short

1834

0 0 0
1117
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nonobserversnon soobservers far as not recognizing them as preachers

of the gospel in july 1837 and five months later this
p

same group covenanted to keep the word of wisdom

the doctrines of the revelation were first publicly taught

in england in 1837 and heber 0 kimball recorded that
21it was almost universally attended to by the brethren

in

1121

1838 joseph smith made one of his relatively few

public utterances on the revelation urging its observeobserv
22anoeanceanceo ironically three weeks earlier hyrum smith

possibly assuming that the upcoming rigors associated
with the trip to missouriMisso outuziurlumi weighed word of wisdom

considerations instructed the proposed members of the

kirtland camp not to be particular regarding the

word of wisdom 23

early travels among various branches of the church

by leaders revealed stresses and problems involved in
word of wisdom interpretation and observance it was

noted that many of the saints at pillow point ohio failed
to observe its precepts while all eight members in

24suffield ohio lived it orson hyde observed that the

20journal history july 30 december 27 1835
i

R B thompson ed journal of heber C

kimball nauvoo 111111.illiiililililii npchopothopot 1840 appp 293029
22smith history of the churchechurchy III111 15 see also

farpar west recordRecor p 19

ibid illlii 95
ah9h24ibidibidol II11litlis 2252256 journal history june 18 1837
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was soonscosoo afterward restored to fellowship

camenesamene s s
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lavona branch lacked the enjoyment of the spirit in
consequence of a neglect to keep the word of wisdom

while william W phelpsyphelpst in a letter written to his
wife commented on the strictness with which the kirtland
saints lived the revelationevelationw saldsaidsaidsmid phelps you are not

aware how much sameness there is among the saintsaints in
kirtland they drinkdrirldairl cold water and dontdont even mention

25tea and coffee lt charges were often made

against individual members of the church for not living
the principlesprinc ofplesblesbies the revelation in april and june

of 1351835 chester L heath and milo hays were expelled from

the church for covenant breaking and failure to observe

the word of wisdom shortly afterward almon W babbitt
was accused before a council of the presidency of not

reepingkeeping the word of wisdom babbitt claimed he had taken

the liberty to break the wordvord of wisdomtisdom fromfroraror the example

of joseph smith but acknowledged that it was
27wrong s in 1838183 charges regarding ordwordvord of

wisdom infractions were leveled at mahymanyranynany church members
o0

includinincluding prominentromnent leaders and as late as 1840 one
29john plawson

zaz5

lost his fellowshipfellowshipfellowshi forfar a short time
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in all cases where membershipmembershipmember orshap fellowship was taken away

there were other accusations that were directed at the

offender in many cases the wordfordvord of wisdom violation
appeared to have been considered less important than

the other infractions in fact the evidence strongly
suggests that mormons were not expelled solely for
violations of the word of wisdom except in the case of
extreme drunkenness

the many problems diverse reactions and differing
responses to the revelation were to be expected any

new thought or principle generally goes through a time

of testing as farfaxfam as its acceptance is concerned and it
gencangancen certainly be expected that various interpretations
willwi1 be placed on it as menrenmonron try to understand all its
ramifications intn addition to this the word of wisdom

wasras somewhat unique in that it was a revelation that was

given not by way of commandment allowing a good deal
offof subjectivity for individual interpretation finally
one must also consider that many saints probably felt the

word of wisdom was an important principle but one that
should not result in self condemnation and discouragement

if a high level of obedienceoboobe wasdierce not immediatelyaediatelymediately reached

afterfter all the saints had fallen short in other areas

of christian living they had been less than successful

in living the law of consecration they were not always

diplomaticdip3omaticdiplomatic and prudent in their relationships with others
and they occasionally bickered among themselves with

s

n

i
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these admitted shortcomings would god not then be just
as patient with their weaknesses in this area

the move to nauvoo

by late 1839 the mormons driven from missouri

had begun to gather in illinois where joseph smith

envisioned and guided the construction of nauvoo it
first appeared that the city fathers had designed this
city as a dry town in february 1841 the city council

prohibited liquor by the drink and declared exceptions

to this rule punishable by a fine of twentyfivetwenty dollarsfive

in the discussion of the foregoing bill said the

prophet I1 spoke at great length on the use of liquors
and showed that they were unnecessary and operate

as a poison in the stomach and that roots and herbs
30can be found to effectaffect all necessary purposes the

nauvoo house charter written one week later prohibited

the use or sale of intoxicating beverages on the
010

premises
1

on april 6 1841 the cornerstones of the
nauvoo temple were laid concerning these proceedingproceedings

smith noted whatitfhatuhat added greatly to the happiness we

experienced is the fact that we heard no obscene

language neither saw we any one intoxicated can

times and seasons nauvoo III111111ili february 15
1841 II11 321

31 smith history of the chukchichurch IV 302
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the same be said of a similar assemblage in any other
city in the union thank god that the intoxicating
beverage the bane of humanity in these last days is

32becoming a stranger in nauvoo in02 november of the same

year the city council ordered the raising of a grocery
33which was dispensing liquor unlawfully

there are other indications of initial attempts

to observe the strong drink portion of the word of wisdom

elder calvin beebe lost his church membership for
breaking covenant and keeping a tippling shop the

council responsible for the beebe decision further
resolvedres6lved to disfellowship all persons in this church who

oh
now do or may hereafter keep a tippling shop or shops n-

in july 1841 the leachburghLeach branchburgh determined to dis-
fellowship any member who continued to use spirits which

course of action was taken by the zarahemlazaraheralaZaraZarah branchemlaheralahemalahermiaemia one
35month later

nauvoo however was a thriving river town as well
as a city of saints in all probability the desires of

inalna

600goo
34 its119

livlis5485480

the growing gentile element for easier accessibility of

alcoholic beverages along with similar urgings of many

mormons not holding to the view of strict abstinence

led to a gradual relaxation and liberalization of liquor

ibid IV 3303313303310330

times33times
331

and seasons november 15 1841 tiiIII111til 599
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laws As36 early as july 1841 joseph smithysmiths while

in city council meetingsmeetingmeetin movedgg that any person in the

city of nauvoo be at liberty to sell vinous liquors in
37any quantity subject to the city ordinances in

city council the following month joseph advocated the

repeal of the ordinance licensing merchants hawkers

taverns and ordinaries desiring that this might be

a free people and enjoy equal rights and privileges
QQ

0 0 dr
tt1138 the prophetsProphe sontis recorded that his father

in late 1842 was determined to equip and operate a bar

in the nauvoo mansion emmas severe protestations and
39threats soon discouraged the enterprise however

one can only surmise the reason for smithbsmithessmiths
apparent change in attitude toward liquor laws two

historians of this period of church history have pointed

out that by early 1842 general economic conditions
4040in illinois were near a state of collapse nauvoo like-

wise lacked economic stability and although business

QZ

robert bruce flanders nauvoo kingdom on the
mississippi urband university of illinois press 1965
p 246

smith history of the churchiachurchivChur 383chIV
tbid V 8

39 r 1the saints herald jan
22 1935

flanders nauvoo p 167 kennith V godfrey
causes of mormon nonmormonnon conflictmormon in hancock county

illinois 183918461183918461839 184611846 unpublished doctordoctors dissertation
brighambrieham iversiaversibrigbrie youngnamham university 1967 p 184
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was sometimes brisk its economy suffered from a lack of
41ready cash the prophet himself filed for bankruptencybankrupt

42
ency

in april 184201842 whether or not conditions such as these
influenced this secular trend is of course open to
conjecture

by 1843 further liberalizations of nauvoonauvools

liquor
ls

ordinances were apparent in march of that year

joseph gave theodore turley permission to build a
43brewery in june apostle heber C kimball advised the

members of the lima branch to not nip and tuck at the

word of wisdom but stress the integrity of one
44heart in december the council passed an ordinance

that authorized joseph to sell or give spiritssp oflritsbrits any

quantity as he shall judge to for the health and

comfort or convenience of such travelers or other
persons as shall visit his house from time to time

by

45

march 1844 theodore turley was advertising that he had

constantly on hand a supply of ale beer and yeast of

the best quality for sale both wholesale and retail
46at his brewery an ordinance passed in

41 flanders nauvoomauvoot p 1621620

42 ebidcbidabid p 1691690

4343smithsmith history of the church V p 300

times and seasons june 11 1843 IV 316
4945smith history of the church VI 111

nauvoo neighbor nauvoo 111111.illiliiii march 6 1844
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october 1344 enabled anyone who had procured a proper

license to sell or dispense drinks in less quantity than
one gallon people attempting to dispense liquor without

47a license were to be fined and tried before the mayor

although a trend toward a less rigid application

of the word of wisdom was readily observable at least
with regard to the portion dealing with alcoholic
beverages some continued to hold to a more strict
interpretationnterpretationinterpretation at a meeting held on april 10 18431843p

several prospective missionaries were ordained elders
with this express injunction that they quit the use of

48tobacco and keep the word of wisdom in november

1844 the saints at lacrosse voted to abstain from the
49common use of tobacco and all spirituous liquors

two months later a bishop hale encouraged some of the

male church members to keep the word of wisdom as much

as possible in march of 1845 mormon branches at
waynesville and alquinaquinaacquinaAl iowa agreed to keep the word

of wisdom 51

while nauvoo obviously relaxed its laws control

47ibidbid october 23 1844
48smith history of the church V 349

journal49 history november 6 1844

50 minutes of the aaronic priesthood at nauvoo
III111111ili jan 31 1845 p 17 HDC

journal history march 9 1945 times and
seas ons march 1845 VI 842342
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ling liquor it should not be supposed that mormon society
as a whole drank excessively as apparently was the case

in most river towns the hancock earieeagleearlo a nonmormonnon

publication

mormon

in 1846 lamented the fact that ardent spirits
52were so difficult to procure another nonmormonnon

observer

mormon

expressed astonishment at not seeing loungers
KO

about the streets nor any drunkards about the taverns

by 1846 then the somewhat strict prohibitions of the

1830 regarding the use of alcohol tobacco tea and

coffee among the mormons had begun to erode away as

moderation rather than abstinence became the major

concern still mormons as a whoiewhole were more temperate than
contemporary frontierfront societylerier

joseph smithy personal approach

through the years there have been extremes in
evaluating joseph smithssmithes faithfulness regardingeg wordardIng

of wisdom observance many writers have declared that
joseph was not only a nonobservernon butobserver a flagrant drunkard

john C bennett said the mormon prophet got gloriously
54drunk occasionally while governor thomas ford stated

the hancock earleeagleearie hancock co 111iiiill april 10
184618460 l1

53charles53chariescharles mackay the religious social and
political history of the mormonmormons new yorkyorkxyorka miller orton
and mulligan 18561853 P 155

54john C bennett the history of the saints
boston leland and whiting1842 p

n
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that at times he drank like a sailor henry caswall

accused joseph of operating a brewery at nauvoo and

mentioned that he was often seen drunk most of

these authors make no pretensions ataia objectivityL
I and in

truth the majority seem to have an axe to grind at the

other extreme william claytonClayt smithssmithesdn personal secretary

claimed in 1842 that the prophet did not use intoxicating
57drinks or tobacco such a statement appears to be an

exaggeration for it was observed earlier in the chapter

that joseph dranicdrank liquor in the liberty jail and had few

qualms about drinking wine likewise shortly before his
death the prophet requested wine to drink john taylor

thomas ford A history of illinois chicago
S C griggs and co 1854854 p 355

henry caswall the city of the mormons london
society for promoting christian knowledge 1851851 p 8
other works which accuse smith of being less than temperate
after 1833 are harry M beardsley joseph smith and his
mormon inpireemdirintire boston and new york houghton mifflinifflinefflin
co 19319 PPppe 160161160 john161 bowes mormonism exposed
london E ward no date given p 63 fawnpawn M brodie19i6dlbrodle

no man knows my history new york alfred A knoff
1945 167 henry caswall the city of the mormons
or 9 three days in nauvoo in 187218t2 london J G F and J
rivington 1843 p william H dixon new america
london hurst and blackett 1867 p 136 thomas gregg

the procheprophetpro2he of palmyra new york john B alden 1890
p 510 robert richards the californian crusoe london
john henry parker no datedataate given p 8494 V e wyl mormon
portraits of the truth about the mormon leaders from
1830820 to 1886 salt lake city tribiiiietribune printing and pub
co 1886 p 22
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I1 believe we all drank of the wine
and gave some to one or two of the guards vewe all
of us felt unusually dull and languid with a remark-
able depression of spiritspospiritspirits

A

spo

further indication of the prophetsProp attitudehetts
toward the revelation can be gleaned by noting how he

handled some individuals that had been accused of

drunkenness joseph recorded the event as followfollows

it was reported to me that some of the brethren had
been drinking whiskey that day in violation of the
wordvord of wisdom I1 called the brethren in and in-
vestigated the case and was satisfied that no
evil had been done and gave them a couple of dollars
with directions to replenish the bottle to stimulate
them in the fatigues of their sleepless journey59journejourney

in

59

conclusion it appears clear that joseph

mesmeb

described this incident as follows

it has been reported by some that this was taken as
a sacrament it was no such thing our spirits
were generally dull and heavy and it was sent for
to revive us

smith never interpreted the revelation as demanding

total abstinence but stressed moderation and self
control his opposition to intemperance is evidenced

by earlier statements which referred to intemperance as

a monster and the bane of humemityhwnanityhumahumehwn 1161mityanity the prophet

smith history of the churchy VII 101iol

the millenialmillennialMil starlenial june 27 1843 XXI 283
for other noteworthy incidents suggesting that the prophet
was overly concerned about total abstinence see the
millenialmillennialMil starlenial november 9 1861 XXIII 720 oliver
huntmgton journal of oliver huntington volvoi 2 p 166
copy located in the special collections library brigham
youn university

3npth hi storzstory of the church II11 hoo406400boghogboo
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almost never used tobacco although it is recorded that
once at nauvoo he tried the faith of the saints by smoking

a cigar after having preached a discourse on the word

of wisdom he had no objections to using tobacco for
medicinal purposes with regard to winevine and strong drink
possibly the most accurate index to the prophetteprophetprophetts position
was expressed by benjamin F johnson who personally
knew joseph As a companion socially he was highly
endowed was kind generous mirth loving and at times
even convivial he was partial to a well supplied table
and he did not always refuse the wine that makethmabeth the

r
heart glad

abraham cannon journal of abraham cannon it

october 1 1895 HDC

63letter from benjamin F johnson to george F
gibbs 1903 HDC george F gibbs was the secretary to the
first presidency

62

63

josephs approach to the wordord of wisdom when viewed

in historical perspective seems sensible and rational
in the late 1830 the kirtland stake had dissolved
due to apostasyapostacyapo thestacy missouri saints were being driven
from the state with accompanying hardships and joseph

himself was imprisoned at a time when the church was

struggling for mere existence it would seem small and

petty to quibble about a drink of tea or coffee similarly

after a comparatively comfortable initial existence in
nauvoo mormon society was torn apart by internal dissension
and by the controversy and persecution which resulted
from the promulgation and practice of peculiar religious

18301s

62

Prophetts
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doctrines emphasis on a rigid interpretation of a

health code during such a period of turmoil would seem

illtimedill andtimed inappropriate moreover there is some

evidence that joseph sought to avoid needless dissension
among the saints by urging moderation and charity it
would appear that some mormons had been influenced by

the fanaticism that characterized sermons of some of

the radical temperance reformers and tended to be

intolerant of those with professed word of wisdom

weaknesses the prophet recognizing that the revelation
must be seen in perspective with other matters and doctrines
pertaining to the growth of the kingdom 11 urged them to

be slow to judge or condemn others josephssephIsJo rather
curt reaction to a talk advocating temperance in the

extreme was illustrative of his desire to teach the

saints to be charitable and merciful rather themthantham vindictive
and unforgiving after reproving the speaker as phari-

saical and hypocritical the prophet said the followingfollo

if
wingewingo

you do not accuse each other god will not
accuse you if you have no accuser you will enter heaven
and if you will follow the revelations and instructions
which god gives you through me I1 will take you into
heaven as my back load if you will not accuse me
I1 will not accuse you if you will throw cloakacloak of
charity over my sins I1 will over yours forf charity
coverthcoberth a multitude of sins cihatwhatlihat many people call
sin is not sin I1 do many things to break down
superstition and I1 will break it down 10 referredII11
to the curse of ham for laughing at noah while in
his wine but doing no harm noah was a righteous
man and yet he drank wine and became intoxicated
the lord did not forsake him in consequence thereof

w

a



for he retained all the power of his priesthood
and when he was accused by canaan he cursed him
by the priesthood which he held and the lord had
respect to his wordswordy and the priesthood which he held
notwithstanding he was drunk and the curse remains
upon the posterity of canaan until the present daydaytdaya t

if the lord could be tolerant and forgiving of noah then

joseph and the saints could be tolerant and forgiving of

each other

smith history of the church IV 4454450
y65the idea that joseph sought to teach mercy and

charity in relation to the word of wisdom is not original
with the author but was gleanedcleaned fromfro a perceptive term
paper written for a graduate class see ronald ke
esplin the restoration generation receives the word
of wisdom unpublished term paper religion 54154 brigham1

young university 1972 ppap 151615 16

41
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CHAPTER IV

NOT BTBY commandment OR constraint

the tendency toward tolerance in interpreting the
word of wisdom continued in the church from the death of
joseph smith to the l860s18601s As a groupsgroup in fact it eems

that mormons were less inclined to observe word of wisdom

principles during this era than any other at least two

practical reasons may account for this first many

mormons probably felt that alcohol tobaccotobac temtea and coffee

had redeeming qualities from the standpoint of medical

need and fatigue and reasoned that the obvious hardships

associated with the settlement of a harsh and barren
region justified their use it was customary during this
era for example to use various kinds of tea for fevers
pleurisy smallpoxsmall andpox measles whiskey was occasionally

used to remedy the effects of a sore throat coffee and

tobacco were also regarded as curatives for some diseases
secondly brigham young successor to joseph smith as
mormon prophet and president never chose to make obedience

to the word of wisdom a test of fellowship in the church

As nelbnetsnelsneibnois andersonandersen has observed

madge E pickard and R carlyle buleybuiey the midwest
pioneerhisPioneer illsalbHisalsaib cures and doctors crawfordsville
indiana

hadredeeming

dur
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for him the test of a marsmantsmans faith was his integrity
to an assignment given by the churchechurchychurch could a man
take a company of saints to a desert and hold them
to the task of building a community then it didndian
matter much to brother brigham if he was a user of
whiskey and tobacco those word of wisdom virtues
were precious to him but secondary 2

this attitude of permissiveness rather than vigi-
lance can be observed plainly in the experience of the
mormons who left nauvoo in l846to1846 beginto their journey

to the rocky mountains in 1845 for example a list of

desirable supplies to be taken by each family printed in
the nauvoo neighborsneighborineimNeighnelm includedborijor one pound each of tea and

3coffee and one gallon of alcohol while it is possible

that these items were used occasionally for medicinal
purposes it is apparent that some of them were in general

use among the mormon emigrants abraham 0 smoot president

of the school of prophets in provo in the late 1860

recalled that the campfirecamp habitsfire of the pioneers

included the partaking of tea and coffee and the use of
4tobaccotob

while

accoo

firm declarations like those of the 1830

2nelsneis anderson desert Smintaint s the mormon frontier
in utah chicago university of chicago press 1942 p
W

0nauvoo neighbor october 29 1845

minutes of the provo school of the prophetsProphe ll11

september 8 1868 HDCFIDC for more such inferences see
published notes from the diary of eliza R snow the

improvementmprovementimprovement erabra XLVTXLYX march 19431431043 188 charles kelly
ed journals of john D lee salt lake city western L

publishing co 1938 p 35 if

didntt
tobac coscow

18601s

1830ts

2nelsanels saints frontier
0f 19 2 pe
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of wisdom to the twelve high priests seventies eiderselders
bishops priests teachers deacons brethren and
sisters of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints and that the officers
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exhorting the saints to observe the revelation in order
to be worthy members were not made in this ermeraemm the

principle was not ignored nd some problems concerning

individual application are on recordsrecord in england in 1850

the millenialmillennialMil starlenial reported that the subject had given

rise to dissensions in various branches of the church

while in salt lake city the deseret news put

forth the following declaration in december of the same

year
we recommend a thorough perusal of the

and decide whether
they are sent forth in the wisdom of heaven or in the
folly of man 6

additional evidence of serious concernconeexconeen is seen in the fact
that in december 185018509 brigham toungyoungyoungg heber C kimballmimEim

parley
ball

P pratt and other church met in youngbyoungs upper

room to pray here they concluded to renew the vordword

of wisdomswisdomnWis

on

domndomm

balance however the early 1850 were charac-

terized by a rather casual and informal attitude toward

the millennialmillenialMil starlenial liverpool englandjEnglan XIIdJ
feb 14 1850 60

deseret news isaltjsaltsaitsmit lake city llecembertlelielletie 28c 18501850ecemberember
njournal history december 27 1847 HDC

and

wisdomto blderal

& present the
subject before the church

wisdomj

1850ts

5

60 10

eliverpooll Englandengland9

6 salt v

7journal 27t

Blderaideralderbi
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observance of the word of wisdom and little concern

was expressed over mild infractions the obvious emphasis

on moderation can be clearly observed with regard to the

attitude of the church toward liquor importation and

production

although church leaders were concerned with liquor
abuse and established early controls to regulate the

Q

importation of liquor they had little objection to its
9production under strict regulation in fact the deseret

news took a positive view toward building a city brewery

while brigham young himself manufactured liquor for

rational purposesnpurposespurpose howeverHow individualeversevert saints were

admonished by heber C kimball not to sell beer and strong
12drink unless counseled to getgot a license kimball

first counselor to brigham young viewed individuals that
sold intoxicating liquors without proper counsel with

disdain on one occasionheoccasion he related seeing in vision the

0
howard stansbury expleiploretoral ionlon and survey of the

veileyvalley of the great salt lake of utah phil lippincottlippincottt
grambo and co 1852 p 133

9during the early territorial period the governor
could level any restriction he desired see james B
alienallenailen the development of county government in the territ-ory of utah unpublished mastersmasterts thesis brigham young
university 1956 ppapppp& 70767076070 760

deseret10

76

news september 7 1850

brigham young sermon of june ai7i 1863 journalbouxjoux
of

nainal
Discoursediscoursesdiscoursest london 185418861854 X1886 2062060 hereafterhereafte

cited as jda

deseret newbinews december 14 1854
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armies of heaven according to kimball this army would be

composed of righteous saints those that would not

sell whisky and stick groceries and establish dastildistild1st1l
13leriesceries M church authorities continued to have

little patience with drunkards and as early as 1847 the
14salt lake high council voted to fine violatorsvlola

the
ters

comparatively few references made by church

leaders during this period lend further credence to the

idea that vordword of wisdom observance was not a major topic

of concernsconcern orson peattprattspratt admission that vordword of wisdom

infractions were not as serious as disobedience to moremoymor

fundamental gospel principles was indicative of the

prevailing attitude pratt a strict observe still3

felt the revelation should be obeyed it would appear

that strict observance was an individual option or consider-

ation richard ballantyne noted while sailing to his
mission assignment in england that many of the mission-

aries on board never partook of tea and coffee preferring
to observe the vordword of wisdom

one

16

can only surmise to what extent the word of

1
heber C kimball sermon of november 26 1854

JP II11 161igi

journal history december 27 1847

orson pratt sermon of may 20 185518559 JPadtjdt liivillylit111 18180

richard16 ballantyne journal of richard ballantyne
februarytfebruary 185391853 vol 1 34 copy located in the special
collections librarylibrnLibralibua brighamrysryt young university
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wisdom was observed by lay members of the church observa-

tions made by four nonmormonsnon whomormons traveled through utah
territory in the 1850 suggest that mormons were consider-
ably more moderate in the use of alcohol tobacco tea
and coffee than was contemporary societysociesocle franklintyo

langworthy noted in 1850 that mormons did not use intoxiintoci
17eating drinks S N carvalho spent ten weeks in salt

lallelakelahelmkelaile city in 1854 and was impressed at the lack of grog
1 R

shops and at the fact that he never saw a drunken manmano

more accurate notes were taken by william chandless and

jules remyrennyrenay in 185518550 chandless after eating dinner with
a mormon family commented on the absence of tea and coffee
and noted that although the saints had a word of wisdom

this was the only family he had seen thatifthat while rich
19enough to obey followed the advice M remy perhaps

the most sage observer made two statements in 1855 which

suggest that the stress was on moderation rather than

abstinence he first noted that
although there are neither grogshopsgrog norshops dealers in

any kind of drinks to be met with it does not
necessarily follow that the saints refrain from the
moderate use of spirituous or fermented liquors no
command compels them to reject certain productions
of nature or of art it is true that joseph smith
in a sermon entitled word of wisdom counsels the
true believers to abstain from the use of fermented

17franklinfrankiinfrankiln langworthylang sceneryviorthy of the plains
mountains and mines denburghogdenburgholdenburghOg J C spraguesspragueSp 1955955raguet
P

ines
78

1 R
S N carvalho incidents of traveltraye and adventure

in the farpar west new york derby and jackson 1857i P 1430143

william19 chandless A visit to salt lake london
elder and co 1857 PP 228229228 229

1850s

18

remy

17franklin
mi co 1

780
18 1 and

1857

1857t 2902278-
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I1indulgedolgedolee in whisky which they
distil from the potato

remy later observed that mormons were more temperate

than most societies and used coffee and tea less frequently

than other staples he added that the majority abstain
from fermented or spirituous liquorliquors either voluntarily
and from motives of temperance or on account of their
poverty

drinks and tobacco and recommends such abstinence
as a means ofor arriving at perfection the more
fervent do abstain with this view but occasionally
they make no scruple of the moderate use of drink
many of them take beer to make which they cultivate
hops in their valleysvelvalvei othersleyal drink vinewine when they can
get it and some even

and concluded by pointing out that the tobacco

habit was less usual among them than in other parts of

the union21
while it was evident that church authorities had

little concern with individual word of wisdom lapses it
is interesting to note that in the 1850 a new trend in
teaching adherence to the revelation began this trend

continued throughout the administration of brigham toungyoungyoungoyoungetounge

accepting the fact that many older saints were addicted

to their tobacco or hot drink habits and realizing
that many would have a difficult time living a life of

abstinence church leaders began to appeal to the younger

generation to live the word of wisdom brigham young

20jules remy and julius brenchibronchiey A journey to
greatsaltgreat lakesalt city london W jeffs 1861 volvoi 1 p
TW

21 remy and brenchley journey to salt lmkelake volvoivoia 119
ppap 271272271 272

48
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and george A smithysmithtsmiths an apostle were particularlyparticularlparticulars zealous

in their efforts to persuade youth not to follow the
footsteps ofor their parents in this regard smith felt
that it was disgraceful for any man younger than thirtyfivethirty

22
five

years ofor age to use tobacco while the church president

expressed his view on young tobacco users in the followingroli
mannerer

owing

ifir the old foggiestfogiestrogiesl take a little tobacco a little
whisky or a little tea and coffee we wish you boys
to let it alone and let those have it who havebavehawe long
been accustomed to its use it is famfarram better for these
my brethren who are young and healthilyhealthlyhealth toly avoid
every injurious habit there are a great many boys
here who are in the habit ofor chewing tobacco they
should stop it and take no more they are better
without it some may turn round and say T father do
you think so yes let the old folks have it but
you young smart gentlemen let it alone 2

did the revelationreveirevel becomeaaionation a
Ccommandmentommandment in 1851111lul

verse two ofor the word ofor wisdom states that the

revelation was to be sent greeting not by commandment

or constraint but by revelation and the word ofor wisdom

showing forth the order and will ofor god in the temporal

salvation ofor all saints in the last days this verse has

given rise to various interpretations and through the

22george A smith sermon ofor august 2 185718579 JD 9

Vvt 111illiiiililit 23 brigham young sermon ofor april 8 185518559 JDadtjdt II11
271 for other references by young and smith stressing
youth adherence during this time see journal history
march 31 y 185518551 george A smith sermon ofor april 8
18551855t adtjpijdt II11119 3623643623640362 364
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years differing opinions regarding the binding nature

of the revelation have been expressed some have declared

that although technically it cannot be construed as an

absolute lawlav it should be observed because it represents
24the word and will of deity others have suggested that

it is a commandment and has been since it was first
revealed stating that an expression of godtsgods will is in

25reality a commandmentcommandments most church authorities however

are of the opinion that when first given the word of wisdom

was not a commandment but was later made one joseph

PF smith fifth president of the church felt the reason
why the word of wisdom was given not by commandment

or constraint was that at that time it would have

brought every man addicted to the use of theaethefilethe6e noxious

things under condemnation he reasoned that a merciful
god would give individuals a chance to overcome undevilundesirundevirdesirun

26able habits before bringing them under law

24copy of a letter addressed to harley K lellusfemeliusmeliusleilusfedeliusapril 22 1932 HDC the writers name was not given but
the style would suggest that it was andrew jenson assistant
church historian jenson held that the revelation would la ve
to be modified to become a commandment in the strictest
sense

25see for example heber J grantsgrant comment in
james R clarkdark edode messages of the first presidency
salt lake city bookcraft 1965 V 301

conference report s

laws

comman ent

fernelluseliuseilus

25see grantfs
0f idency

1 965 9 9 30 1

26 re20rts octoberoctober 1913 P 1491y
published semiannually by the church of jesus christ of
latterdaylatter saintsSaInday tse
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leslegies
recorded that the saints voted to discontinue the use

29of tea coffee and tobacco in september nferenceconferenceinference of 1851

51

it Is sometimes said that at a general conferenceconCoA

meeting

ference

held on september 9 1851 word of wisdom observance

was made obligatory upon church members here brigham

young called on all the sisters who would refrain from

using tea and coffee to manifestmanimauimaul itfest my raising their right
bandhand he then asked boys under ninetyninety11 to abstain from

tobacco and whiskey and other undesirable items mentioned

in the revelation apparently both notions were unanimously
27agreed upon A letter sent from the first presidency

to the saints abroad explained this action in the following

manner the conference voted to observe the word of
wisdom and particularly to dispense with the use of tea
coffee snuff and tobacco and in this thing as well as

many others what is good for the saints in the mountains
00is good for the saints in other places

the many references to this particular event often

leaves the impression that the word of wisdom was made a

commandment at the timetimoteme wilford woodruff an apostleApost

27journal history september 9 19511951v
oq

clark messages of the first presidency 11II 90

matthias F cowley ed wilford woodruff
history of his life and labor salt lake city bookcraftbookoBooke
1964

raft
p 348

0
1128

co

27journal
28 measarssar es presideapynpy 900

29

po 48
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ppap 144145144 copy145 located in the special collectionscollecticollects library
brigham young university

31journal31 historyjournal november 3 1883

the millenial111illenialmillennialMilmii starlenial LVII february 7 1895 82
0 Q

the improvement era salt lake city p VII march
19041904 3663667

34

faf&
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samuel H rogers a church member noted that the membe-

rship of the church was asked to live the word of wisdom
30at this time later references by church leaders which

infer that brigham young made it a commandment in 1851
31include statements by angus M cannon in 1883 brigham

young jr in 18952 matthias F cowley in 1904 33 and

joseph F smith in 1908 3 in 1956 joseph fielding smith

wrote a reply to the question has the word of wisdom

ever been presented to the church as a commandment making

its observance obligatory upon the members of the church

elder smith stated
the simple answer to this question is yes such

has been given and repeated on several occasions
on september 9 1851 president brigham young stated
that the members of the church had had sufficient time
to be taught the import of this revelation and that
henceforthhenceforthit it was to be considered a divine command-
ment this was first put to vote before the male
members of the congregation and then before the women
and by unanimous vote acceptedjaccepted

despite such numerous statements a close perusal
of sermons by various authorities in the 1850 and

1860 would lead to another conclusion it is clear that
the word of wisdom did not become obligatory upon mormons

at this time and more evidence for this will unfold later

30samuel H rogers journal of samual H rogers

conference reports april 1908 p 15

the improvement era LIX february 1956 78

1895 2

34

taught

accepted35

variousauthorities 1850s
18601s

30samuel

39
32 79

33the

35the imerovementvementmovementro

35
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A later acceptance date seems more logical for the

following reasons 1 1 brigham young himself did not

strictly live the word of wisdom until the early 18601s

for example jules remy an english traveler observed

brigham preparing a quid of virginia tobacco in late
z

september 1855 and in 1862 the mormonmoirilionmoir presidentilion

alluded strongly to the fact that he had recently over
37come habits contrary to vordword of wisdom teachings

2 young said as late as 1861 that he never chose to make

observance to the vordword of wisdom a test of church fellow
Q

ship 3 tii mormon reformation of 185618571856 was1857

characterized by sermons advocating a return to a more

strict adherence to christian principles during this
periodperiods a type of inquisitional catechism was formulated

to provide an index to a mormonmormontsmormonti faithfulness the only

question having to do with the word of wisdom was an

inquiry concerning whether or not an individual had been
39drunk the inference is obvious

rt
remy and brenchley journeyjourn to salt lake vol

1 p 202

deseret news october 15 1862

brigham young sermon of april 7 1861 JDid
IX

39
35

OQ
howard C searle the mormon reformation of 1856

18571857tt unpublished masterssterisMa thesis brigham young university
1956 apoppppo 61626162061 62o62

36

38 3tye
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chatiswhatis bet ter

CHAPTER V

A PERIOD OF ECONOMIC adjustment

by 18601860 little if any progress had been made toward

requiring more strict observance of the word of wisdom

brighamBrig youngshamoharohamm rather tolerant exhortation to tobacco

users seemed quite consistent with prevailing sentiment
many of the brethren chew tobacco and I1 have

advised them to be modest about it do not take out
a whole plug of tobacco in meeting before the eyes
of the congregation and cut off a long slice and put
it in your mouth to the annoyance of everybody
around do not glory in this disgraceful practice
if you must use tobacco put a small portion in your
mouth when no person sees you and be careful that no
one sees you chew it I1 do not charge you with sin
you have the word of wisdom l1 read it some say

oh as I1 do in private so I1 do in public and I1 am
not ashamed of it 11 it is at least disgraceful to
you to expose your absurdities some men will go into
a clean and beautifullyfurnishedbeautifully parlourfurnished with tobacco
in their mouths and feel I1 ask no odds I1 would
advise such men to be more modest and not spit upon
the carpets and furniture but step to the door and
be careful not to let any person see you spit or
what is better omit chewing until you have an
opportunity to do so without offending 1

but within two or three years this rather lenient
attitude toward offenders changed and an increased emphasis

on a more rigid application became evident at least two

reasons for this change are apparent 1 it would seem

that around 1862 brigham young had curbed his own habits

brigham young sermon of march 10 1860 JD
VIII 361

54
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interpreinterpret tation 3

liehelleile explained the relationship between the increased
emphasis on the word of wisdom and mormon economic conditions
in the following plannermanner

tarazedseparatedtaratedS as they werevere fromfroiaroi the united states by
over 150150c miles of treeletreelessbreele plains hounded as they
had been by hating mobocratsimobocrats 1 it was necessary for the
latterdaylatter saintsday to develop and maintain a self
sufficinetsuffi economycinet in their rocky mountain retreat
economic independence was a necessary goal of the group
and every program of the church tended toward that end
economic independence meant developing all the agri-
cultural mineral and industrial resources of the
community under proper ie church leadership for
the purchase of machinery and equipment needed in
building a prosperous commonwealth there must be
no waste of liquid assets on imported consumersconsumer
goods

bleonard3leonard

55

in a talk given in october 1862 he declared that he had

been in the habit of using tobacco but had left it off
he had also quit drinking whiskey tea and coffee and

felt so much better that he recommended abstinence to
2others 2 the conditions of the mormon economy made

strict enforcement practical if not necessary this
consideration was probably the more powerful of the two

and deserves extensive treatment

in 1959 leonard J arrington published an article
entitled an economic interpretation of the word of
wisdom which presented the economic point of view for

3consideration but not as a final interpretation

saints who used their cash to purchase
imported bull durham battleaxebattle plugsaxe tea coffee
and similar wasteful because not productive
products were taking an action which was opposed to

0
deseret news salt lake city october 15 1862

3
leonard J arrington an economic interpretation

of the word of wisdom brigham young university studiesstudiesiStu
vol

diesi
1 winter 1959 p 37

i
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teasteavtems

lntsants &

odtheofthe I
1
nationgna tltiong necessitated among

other things a reduction of unproductive consumer imports

such as tobacco and tea to a minimum in order to finance

productive imports the organization of relief societies
and schools of the prophets in 1867 with their requirements

specifying word of wisdom adherence figured prominently

in this facet of church policy
an examination of sermons by brigham young and other

authorities lends strong support to arringtonsarrington thesisthesisethelise

As early as 1861 mormon leaders were concerned with the

importation into utah of word of wisdom items george A

smith would rather have disposed of tobacco entirely but

stressed raising it rather than importing it daniel H

bid ppap 434443
5

44

ibid ppe 444544

george

45

A smith sermon of march 10 1861 JD
IX 68

bibid4ibid e I1

56

tilefile economic interest of the territory in view of
this situation president young came to be unalterably
opposed to the expenditure of money by the saints on
imported teatem coffee and tobacco it was consistent
with the economics of the time that he should lave
had no great objection to tobacco chewing if the tobacco
was grown locally it was also consistentconsia thattent he
should have successfully developed a locallyproducedlocally
mormon

produced
tea to take the place of the imported article

something more permanent and productive than tea
coffee and tobacco was wanted for the building of the
kingdomKingdo in view of the limited funds at the disposal
of the saints 4

according to arrington the coming of the transcontinental
railroad posed a particularly crucial problem for church

leaders the desire to escape absorption into the wider

free trading economy of the mationgnation

vi w
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wells agreed that tobacco as well as tea coffee and

whiskey were better off left alone but reasoned that if
the saints considered them necessary they had better

7produce thebthesethesthebe itemse themselves president young also
expressed great concern over the economic waste resulting
from importing tobaccotobaccos

you know that we all profess to believe the word
of wisdom there has been a great deal said about it
more in former than in latter years we as latter
day saints care but little about tobaccotobacc but as
cormonsmormonsMormons we use a great deal how much do you

suppose goes annually from this territory and has
for tenton or twelve years past in gold and silver to
supply the people with tobacco I1 will say 60000
brother william H hooperhoopers our delegatdelegate in congress
came here in 1849 and during about eight he was selling
goods his sales for tobacco alone amounted to over
28000 a year at the same time there were other

stores that sold their share and drew their share of
the money expended yearly besides what has been brought
in by the keg and by the half keg the traders and
passing emigration have sold tons of tobaccotobaccogtobactobaccoy besides
what is sold here regularly I1 say that 60000
annually is the smallest figure I1 can estimate the
sales at tobacco can be raised here as well as it
can be raised in any other place it wants attention
and care if we use it let us raise it here I1
recommend for some man to go to raising tobacco one
man who came here last fall is going to do so and
if he is diligent he will raise quite a quantity I1
want to see some man go to and make a business of raising
tobacco and stop sending money out of the territory
for that article 0

ry

daniel H wells sermon of september 29 1861
jaj2 IX 183

Q

brigham young sermon of september 29 1861
JD IX 35 george A smith also figured that 60000
was the approximate amount going out of the territory each
year for tobacco see JD IX 68 deseredeseret news january 22
1862 on later occasions young estimated that the saints
had been spending 100000 yearly for tobacco see JD X
202 and JD XI tho140140lao
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moreovermoreovert

one can sense after reading various conference addresses

in 1867 that the authorities were becoming preoccupied

with the idea of more strict observance of the word of
wisdom rather than the notion of producing these products
locally youngs talks in particular took on a tone of
displeasure with nonobserversobserversnon as can be seen by his

brigham young sermon of june 7 1863 adtjdijdt Xatxt 202
deseret news july 15 1863

brigham young sermon of june and july 1856 JD
XI 114 sermon of october 9 1865 JD XI 140

brigham young sermon of april 6 1867 JDjd9jda XIx19
349 george A smithsmithtsmiths sermon of april 7 1867 JDadtjdt XIxit 364-
365 wilford woodruff sermon of april 7 186718679 JDadtjdt XI 3700370

1122brigham young sermon of august 17 186718679 JDjdajd9 XIIxi19
1181180

jd9jda xiaxi9

58

in 18631863i brigham young suggested on several occasions
Q

that the saints should raise tobacco or do without it
he gave similar advice to the saints in june and october

of 1865 and the same theme was echoed with vigor during
a general conference held in april 1867 here brigham

young george A smith and wilford woodruff all lamented

the fact that mormons were spending a good deal of money

on forbidden products
while the economic motive was the major factor

in bringing about an increased stress on word of wisdom

observance brigham young also stressed the spiritual
side the spirit whispers to me said young in 18671867i

to call upon the latterdaylatter saintsday to observe the word

of wisdom to let tea coffee and tobacco alone and to
12abstain from drinking spirituous drinks

9

10

inapril

11
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nobnoo ll11 well then why
do you not observe the word of wisdom well this
tobacco I1 cannot give it up

ndoado

thatnothatro

uentbent

59

remarks directed at bishops and other ecclesiastical
leaders

there are certain rights and privileges belonging
to the elders in israel and there are certain things
that it is not their privilege to indulge in you
go through the wards in the city and then through the
wards in the country and ask the bishops do you
keep the wordvord of wisdom the reply will be yes no
not exactly do you drink tea no coffee
no do you drink whisky no

and in this he sets
an example to every man and to every boy over ten
years of age in his ward to nibble at and chew
tobaccotobacc you go to another ward and perhaps the
bishop does not chew tobacco nor drink tea nor coffee
but once in a while he takes a little spirits and
keeps whisky in his house in which he will occasion-
ally indulge go to another ward and perhaps the
bishop does not drink whisky nor chew tobacco but he

cannot give up his tea and coffee and so it goes
through the whole church not that every bishop
indulges in one or more of these habits but most of
them do 3

in that same address the mormon president indicated that
he did not have the right or privilege to drink liquor
tea and coffee or use tobacco inferring that no one

diddidsdida

subsequentsubsea sermons and remarks indicate that
youngs pointed admonitions influenced some saints
to curb word of wisdom infractions in may 1867

church leaders journeyed to southern utah to meet with
church members in the st george area and expressed

satisfaction with the efforts of local residents to
obey the revelationrevelrevei by14ationo may 1868 obvious improvement

brigham young sermon of april 7 186791867 JDjdajd9 XIIx11p
27

john taylor sermon of may 19 1867 JD XII 48
wilford woodruff sermon of may 19 1867 JD attxltxtt 13
brigham young sermon of may 26 1867 JD XII 51525152051 52052

exam ae1eV

0

13

13brigham
270

14

1a67t adtjdt xiiixiiv
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beesee
smithssmitht

ils119 117118117 this118
statement was given during a conference of the southern utah
mission for other remarks stressing word of wisdom
adherence on this occasion see james G bleak annals
of the southern utah mission

ittlyt there is within a few years past a great
improvement in this observance of the word of wisdom

so much that I1 very much doubt whether a tobacco spittle
could be found upon the floor of this tabernacle after
this congregation is dismisseddismisscengrcongrdegationegation

lilethelikethe

av7v

bab6bookcraft6kcraft 1964 p 460

60

had been made and brigham young noted his approval

accordinglyaccordIng

during the ensuing months church leaders continued

to stress obedience to the revelation and youngieyoung1syoungis speeches

regarding observance were characterized by a finnsfinny if
not invective spiritspirito in april 1869 he observed that
the saints had been making progress but asked are

they going to continue or will they return to their old

habits like the dog to his vomit or likeilke the sow that is
washed to her wallowing in the mire A month later young

warned offenders at st george that the11the destroying angel
17will go through and waste flesh without measure

typed copy located the special
collections library brigham young university p 317
matthias FP cowley ed wilford woodruff history of his
life and labor salt lake city

floorof
ed 1115

firm

16 later
sto

15brigham

andjuanita edsq

go

edo historr hi s
1 9 A a ke 0 8

15brigham young sermon of may 10 1868 JD XII
209 for other references noting improvement in word of
wisdom observance during this time seesseel brigham young
sermon of may 17i17t 1868 adtjdijdt XIIxi19 218 george A smith
sermon of april 6 186918699 jpy XIII 21

brigham young sermon of april 7 1869 adtjdijdt
XIIIxiiit 233232302 ao3o

117robert17

3
7
robert glass cleland and juanita brooks eds

A mormon chronicchronicle leglei the diaries of john do lee san marino
calif the huntington library 1955 II11

edso
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advJTDjdvsiddid XV 1931951931950193 1951950
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george A smith sermon of october 7 1873 JDjd9jda
avilXVTxvil 238

61

somewhat later he instructed the saints some of whom had

apparently claimed it would kill them to go without tea
to die and die in the falthfaith instead of living and

18breaking the requests ofor heavenheaveno18

perhaps a partial explanation for the harsh tone

of such sermons waawasvaawms the apparent inability of many mormons

to maintain a consistent standard it seems as if a steady

verbal barrage was necessary to keep them from slipping
back into former patterns it would appear in fact that
some already had done so for example on october 30

1870 brigham young indicated that tea and coffee sales
19were increasing among church members in novemberNovnow

18711871f

embersemberg

orson pratt expressed regret that many mormons remained
20unfaithful regarding word of wisdom while nearly a

year later brigham young jr an apostle stated that the
21majority of saints disregarded the vordword of wisdom in

october 1873i george A smith somewhat cynically remarked

that not all of the tobacco sold in operativecooperativeco stores
22was being used to kill sheep ticks

T A
brigham young sermon of may 6 187018709 JDjdajd9 XIVXIVI 2020s

00000

191 Q
brigham young sermon of october 30 1870 jd9jdiidi

XIIIXIIII 277
20 minutes of the salt lake school of the prophets

november 25 187118719 HDC

21 brigham young jr sermon of october 8
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18681872186818729 ppap 232 journal3 history september 19 1868
p 1

62

overcoming tobacco and liquor habits was no easy

thing for many mormonsmormonsvMormoncormonsMor andmons the various difficulties and

problems they encountered as they sought to overcome their
undesirable habits are vividly reflected in the minutedminuteaminuteisminu

of

teis

meetings held for the schools of the prophets

these schools in actualitytualityacactu werebality forum meetings in which

problems related to theology church government civic

affairs and economic matters were discussed they were

instituted in 1867 at least in part for the purpose of

solving anticipated problems caused by the approach of

the transcontinental railroad the major school was

located in salt lake and branch schools were established
00in principal settlements in the late 1860 overt

concern with money outlay for personal consumption items

such as tobacco and tea resulted in an eventual entrance
24requirement specifying adherence to the word of wisdom

since this rule was difficult for many to abide by the word

of wisdom was a muchdiscussedmuch topicdiscussed A typical meeting

included among other things a reminder of the rule
necessitating word of wisdom observance types of confessions

eonardyleonardLeonardbleonardyL J arrington great basin kingdomskingdomiKing lincolndomi
university of nebraskanebras press 1966 p 2452450

24ibid p 250 minutes of the provo school of
the prophets april 18 1868 april 2 1868 minutes of
the salt lake school of the prophets no date given
187018741870 minutes1874 of the carowanparowan school of the prophets
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23leonard s in kinaB adom&dom
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jmmesjames G bleak diaryndiary of james G bleak

ailall and frugal in food and drinkdrinks
A circular issued by john young containing suggestions on

making these enterprises successful stated that theittheatthe

frequent use of wine and spirituous liquors should most

decidedly be avoided and the use of tobacco particularly

ak9k minutes of the provo school of the prophets

63

and or of rationalizations for infractions and pious

resolves
by 18711874 brigham young had commenced the united

order movementmovements the united orders were logical outgrowths

of the cooperative movement of 186818691868 the1869 orders

had three major economic objectives 1 pightfight depression
2 cut down importimports 3 slow the development of a market

27oriented economy more importantly church leaders
hoped the system would result in greater unselfishness

28and relative equality among members the order established
at st george utah became the model for numerous others

29throughout the territory members of the order agreed
30to be temperate economicaleconomIc

august 18 1868 december 29 1868 january 26 july 13 1869

arrington great basin kingdomKi pnadom 32 3

27ibid p 330
p
ibid p 323

ibid p 327
QQ

march
26 187f1874 typed copy located in the special collections
library brigham young university

rational izat lonsions 9

25

26

25
261 139

26 323

ibid9
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29ibidot
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31among our young men should be abandoned

avoiding the frequent use of liquor was probably

somewhat difficult for many st george residents
recognizing that southern utah needed an economic boost

brigham young suggested in the early 1860 that the
32area manufacture wine one reasonremson was to provide wine

33for sacramental purposes but a more important function
was to provide income for destitute saints in southern

34utah brigham young gave instructions as follows

have thibthis wine made in but few pincessplaces baysaysaysseysbeys three or

four for this southern country at these points obtain

the best available skill to manufacture the winewinoweneweno and

have it properly graded in quality then store it in oak

barrels as far as possible and preserve it for exportation
35rather than for consumption

april 11 1874 HDCmc
0032arrington an economic interpretation p 46

p 46
apparently wine making was encouraged in southern utah
throughout brigham youngsyoungxoung administration see james G

bleak diary march 26 184 p 243

jmmesjames G bleak diary 11 book B march 1874
P 253

18601s

onereason

fthav6this

1135

winevine was produced in large quantities and became

a common article of trade many saints paid their tithing
with wine and by 1887 the tithing office at st george

ibid april 11 184 p 27323 manuscript
history st george stake

31 18749 pe

pe 46e

33deseret33deseret news june 22 1864
34arrington an economic interpretationinterpretations 460
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65
qz

had over 6000 gallons of wine on hand much of the wine

was of poor quality and the sale of inferior wine damaged

the reputation of this productproducts this plus the personal

degradation of individual saints convinced church

authorities that the promotion of this industry had probably
37been a mistake by 1900 church members were counseled

reqrtq
to dig up their vineyards

the fact that church leaders approved and encouraged

the manufacture of wine in southern utah is indicative
of their pragmatic attitude toward the word of wisdom

indeed while admittedlyadmitted manylyslyv of brigham youngieyoungtsyoungis sermons

of the late 1860 seemingly bordered on demanding complete

abstinence one must conclude that word of wisdom considera-

tions during this period were secondary to the building
up of the kingdom on a sound economic basis the first
presidencypresidencyls instructionsls to st george united order

leaders in 1874 concerning tobacco culture reflected
this sentiment inasmuch as some continue the use of

tobacco and as it is good for sick cattle and planted

in coddling moth it is recommended that enough be raised
39to at least supply our own wants

r
juanita brooks st george stahautaha community

portrait symposium on mormon culture held at utah state
university november 14 195219520 p 4

awqw
andrew K larson I1 was called to dixie salt lake

city deseret book co 1965
p 4

OQ
jmmesjames R clarkdark ed messages of the first

presidency salt lake city bookcraft 1965 II11 262
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1I do not address
the ladies because I1 think the remedy lays altogether
with them no the gentlemen are more culpableculpacuipa
they

blesbletbies
take for more poison into their systems than the

women I1 have heard of one or two woman who drink
whiskey to excess and it may be that a few old
ladies smoke their pipes but I1 have seen nothing of
the kind for years

womangdomang

idearydimry

66

to what extent then was the word of wisdom obeyed

by members of the church in the 1860s18601s and 1870s18701s the
observation of one prominent woman emily dow partridge
young infers that strict adherence was not commoncommons

do we as a people nealiserealise the importance of those
precious words do we accept them as the word of
god unto us are they observed by this people as they
should be could we find fifty latterdaylatter saintsday
in the territoryteritoryTeri whotory abstain from tea coffee whiskey
and tobacco or considers that it is worth while to
even give it a thoughtthoughts Is it not high time to wake
up and open our eyes and look about us if the lord
had no purpose in giving the word of wisdom why did
he take the trouble to give it and if it is not
necessary for us to observe it what is the use of
having it do we not know that all stimulants taken
into the stomach are unhealthy we see our little
ones swept from our midst 9 one here two there and
four and five of one family stricken down one after the
other with this dreadful diphtheriadiptheriadiptherladip dotheriatherla we realisenealise
that there is a cause and also a remedy for these things
does not common sense tell us that there little bodies
are charged with impurities

and as to chewing tobacco the
worst poison of all I1 do not think one ladie can be
found in our whole community that indulges in the
filthy practice of course it is not our
province to teach the elders their duty but we can
plead and importuneImper withtune them but if they will
persist in lutingpolutingpollutingpo with these filthy poisons 9 the
lord may find a remedy they think not of

in connectionconnectioconnection with sister youngs commentcomments observations
made by nonmormonnon visitorsmormon regarding word of wisdom

4040emily dow partridge young diaryidiary of emily dow
partridge young march 25 18771877i
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behavior are worth noting richard burton probably the
most perceptive visitor ever to visit mormondom noted

in 1860 that ifir the state utah territorytterrito couldryT make

her own laws she would banish poteen hunt down the

stills and impose a prohibitory duty upon everything s
41stronger than lager bier 1 burton observed the following

ofor brigham young ofor his temperance and sobriety there

is but one opinion his life is ascetic he

disapproves as do all strict mormonscormonsMor ofmons spirituous
liquors and never touches anything stronger than a glass

42of thin lager bier moreover he abstains from tobacco

william H dixon recorded in 1865 that while abstinence

from wine and tobacco is recommended by young and taught

in the mormon schools we found cigars in many

43houses and wine in allblllailball except in the hotels like
burton dixon mentioned the difficulty one had in procuring

liquor and further observed that drunkards were always
44gentiles in 1874 john codman made comment that mormons

45were temperate and that the use of tobacco was discouraged

41 richard burton cityity of the saints london
longman green longman and roberts 186218321872 apppft 306307306pps

ibid

307

ppap 292293292
43

293

villiamWilliam hepworth dixon new america london
hurst and blackett 1867 p 2072070

ibid44 ppapibidt 117119117
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in summarybumsum amaryymaryt consideration of the evidence would

suggest the following 1 word of wisdom observance was

not mandatory during the 1860 and 1870 and brigham

young never made it a test of fellowship 2 A brief
and possibly temporary improvement in adhereanceadhere toance the

revelation took place in the late 60 B and early 70s7039
3 mormons were temperate and moderate but not abstinent
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CHAPTER VTVI

AN ERA OF repentance AND REFORM THE WORD OF

WISDOM IN THE EIGHTIES AND NINETIES

beginning in 1880 and lasting throughout the

remainder of the eighties a great prohibition wave swept

the country while only six states eventually emerged

at the end of the decade with prohibition laws a large
number had submitted the issue in the form of constitu-
tional amendments to be voted on by the people the
question of prohibition in fact figured prominently in
the legislative sessions of threefourthsthree offourths the states
and territories

at the same time the prohibition issue was being

hotly debated throughout the nation the mormon church

initiated in 1883 the most zealous widespread and probably
most influential crusade to encourage church members to
obey the word of wisdom while mormon leaders were in
all likelihood aware of and in accordance with the
prohibition move of the eighties it would appear that
the movement had little annectionoonnectionmnnection with word of wisdom

reform more probably the increase in stress on the

revelationrevelatiorevelation grew out of specific problems and developments

ernest H cherrington the evolution of prohibition
in the united states of america
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within the church

information provided in A karl larsons book

I1 was called to dixie suggests that this movement

possibly had its origin in october 1882 larson noted

that john taylor youngieyoungsyoungis successor as church president

said that he had received a revelation on october 13 1882

which designated the word of wisdom as a commandment

interestingly enough wilford woodruff recorded in his
journal that taylor received a revelation in october of
1882 in which the duties of the priesthood and of the

3saints were set forthforth11 whether these revelations were

related is of course open to conjecture if they were

it would appear that for some reason taylor did not

initiate the reformation until approximately one year

after the revelation had been received
just what was specifically included in president

taylortaylors revelation is unknown but subsequent events

suggest that reemphasis on the word of wisdom was but one

area of concern the concurrent reorganization of the

andrew karl larson I1 was called to dixie salt
lake city deseret news press 1961iggi p 607 larsonlarsonts
source citation read by a revelation through president
john taylerttaylortaylortyaylor october 13 1882 this writer wrote dr
larson desiring more precise information and soon
afterward received word that the original reference had been
lost but most probably was found among papers in the st
george temple

3matthias cowley ed wilford woodruff history
of his life and labor salt lake city bookcraftBooke 196419raft
P
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school of the prophets in accordance with the designs
4of the almighty and the stress on and increase in

plural marriages5marriages infer5 that taylor desired to bring about
a series of general reforms in shortsshorty one could refer
to the 188318841883 period1884 in church history as a second
reformation 11

probably one of the major reasons why the word

of wisdom reformation of 188318841883 was1884 more successful
than any preceding reform movement was that the presiding
officers of the church more particularly the quorum of
twelve apostlesapostle pledged themselves to observe the revela-
tion this action took place in a meeting called by

president taylor to discuss pertinent matters relative
to the organization and functioningandfunctioning of the school of the
prophets which the mormon leader planned to reestablish
in late l883i1883 at a meeting held on september 28 188318839

wilford woodruff president of the quorum of twelve
declared

I1 want to say to the first presidency that we have
been together as a quorum since this morningmorningis meeting
except for one hour we have had a free and full
talk upon our individual affairsuponaffairs ourupon family
matters upon the word of wisdom the duties and
responsibilities that devolve upon us as apostles
etc and we have come to the conclusion that we will
more fully observe the word of wisdom as we have all
more or less been negligent upon that point 0

h
minutes of the salt lake school of the prophets

p 3 located in the historical department of the church HDC

stanleyastanley5stanley ivins notes on mormon polygamy utah
historical quarterly9uarterlyquarterly XXXV fall 169 P 3123120
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woodruffewoodruffswoodrufftsWoodruff sincere desire to improve in this aspect of his
religion was evidenced by his remarks shortly afterward

in october general conference

the presidency were able to preach the whole law
of god and they practicedpractised what they preached they
were an example to others no man in this kingdom
had a right to preach that which he did not practice
he himself did not feel at liberty to preach the word
of wisdom unless he observed it in this respect the
apostles felt desirous of emulating the example of
the first presidency but it should not stop here
all other quorums should do likewise for the time
was at hand when it would be necessary to keep the whole
law of god for there would be a dividing line
separating those who did from those who did not7

later meetings held in conjunction with the re-
organization of the schools of the prophets demonstrated

john taylortstaylor desire to make observance of the word of

wisdom important if not bindingbindings prior to the actual
organizationoforganization of the salt lake school of the prophets on

october 11 1883 various stake presidents expressed a
Q

willingness to live the word of wisdom joseph F

smith a member of the first presidency and apostle francis
lyman spoke to prospective members the next day stressing

9the need for reform in this area that same day president

taylor expressed satisfaction at the zeal of the brethren
regarding the word of wisdom and concluded that non

observers were not wanted in the schools

7journal history october 6 1883 P 8
0

minutes of the salt lake school of the prophets
october 11 1883 PP 71737173071 73o
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two months later a second school of the prophets
was organized in st george and church authorities reiterated
to prospective members that the word of wisdom must be

obeyed at a meeting held on december 231883 wilford
woodruff stated that the time had come for church members

to observe the word of wisdom apostle george teasdale
observed that plural marriage and the word of wisdom were

important principles to be observed in order to stand in
this holy order 1112

the apparent ability of the majority of church

leaders to maintain consistency in living word of wisdom

principles soon made itself manifest the reformation

had begun and the word of wisdom was preached with rigor
everywhere george Q cannon while certainly aware of

a need for reemphasis of the revelation expressed dis-
appointment that another crusade was necessary

considerable hasbeen said of late and especially
during this conference concerning the word of wisdom
we confess to a feeling almost akin to shame at
hearing this urged upon the priesthood at this late
date have we not had experience enough in the benefits
which flow from the observance of these wise counsels
of the lord to observe these simple laws of health
it seems extraordinary that there should have to be so
much preaching upon this subject especially among
men and women who have experience in the church and in
life welieife can understand the necessity of teaching
children upon this subject and dwelling upon its impor-
tance to them but to be constantly having revivals

minutes of the st george school of the prophets
december 23 1883 HDC

ibid

11

1211
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11
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as they may be termed among the older members of the
community seems to us a necessity which should not
exist now we are having a little spurt of zeal upon
this subject men bearing the priesthood are resolving
once more to keep the word of wisdom they will
probably urge their families to do so likewiselikeilke butwisee
how long will this last will the zeal die out after
a little and they drop back into the old habits until
another spurt of zeal takes possession of them this
has been the case in the past we would like for the
sake of zion that this may be a permanent reform and
that at least among the priesthood there will be
no further occasion to make new resolves upon this
subject it seems worse than childs play to be
constantly making resolves in this direction and co-
nstantly breaking them the word of wisdom ought either
to be obeyed or not to be obeyed 3

cannon senses of frustration was probably somewhat

alleviated when general authorities stake presidents and

ward bishops began reporting successes matthias cowley

indicated that box elder youth were making emchnmch improvement
14in novembernovembersNov 1883embersemberg while bishops in the eastern arizona

stake noted in december that their respective wards were

more fully living the word of wisdom cannon himself

stated at weber stake conference held in january 1884

juvenile instructor XVIIIOXYIII octoberoctobersoctobervOcto 1883bersberv p 312
ih journal history november 21 188391883 p 7

journal historyHisto decemberrysryt 9 1883 other references
which indicate a emphasisreemphasisre on the word of wisdom in 1883
are found under the following dates in journal history
october

i
21 october 28 november 4 november 7 november

11 november 18 november 25 decemberoemberDe 4 december
december 16 december 23 december 30 see also lorenzo
hill hatch journal of lorenzo hill hatchhatchl november 5
188391883 p 136 copy located in the special collectionsCollect
library
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that the improvement in word of wisdom observance was

noticeable and wilford woodruff during wasatch stake

conference heldholdheid the following month referred to the

marked disposition on the part of the saints of late
17to keep the word of wisdom 1117

0 that same month president
A H cannon alluded to the crusade in the following

manner

there is a reformation at the present among us
whichwhich is not causing such a great noise or furore
but it is a silent reformation a gradual cleansing
and purifying I1 allude to the word of wisdom itis noticeable among the saints in the various settle
ments it was high time that such a reformation was
taking place

the reformative spirit engendered by the word of

wisdom campaign died out by october 1884 but up to

that time a stress on word of wisdom principles was much

in evidence mrs zina smith noted during a relief society

conference in march 1884 that she could feel the spreading
19work of the word of wisdom while a sister clawson

stressed the importance of primary children learningearning the
20wordrivord of wisdom song in junejunesjunee william budge noted in

august the increase of sobriety and temperancetemperanc and the

ibid january 20 1884 p 6

ibid february 2 1884 p 6

ibid february 24 1884

ibid march 13 1884 p 8

20 minutes1111inutes of conferences of primary associations of
the salt lake stake june 25 1884 p 55 HDC
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observance of the word of wisdom among saints in the bear
21lake stake and president john taylor insisted the newly

called highcouncilHigh membersCouncil of the bannock stake live the
22word of wisdomswisdomiwisdomwibWis ondomi this occasion taylor referred to the

revelation as being obligatory on all officers of the

church

curiously enough there are relatively few references
to the word of wisdom between 1885 and 1893 this void

can be accounted for in part by the polygamy persecutions

and federal raids which were prevalent during this time

after the antibigamyanti actbigamy of 1862 proved unsuccessful in
bringing about a cessation of plural marriages congress

debated other means to handle the issue the passage of

the edmonds act in 18821881883 putt teeth into the 1862 law

and sought to eliminate polygamy by providing heavy penalties

for offenders in 1885 the supreme court upheld the

constitutionality of the law which led to systematic

prosecution of mormon leaders most prominent mormons

23went undergroundsunder obviouslygrounds during such a period of

at0t journal history august 10 1884 p 5

0
ibid august 17 1884 3 other references

noting a reemphasisreemphasl on the word of wisdom during 1884
are found under the following dates in journal history
january 15 january 27 february 3 february 9 march 1

march 9 march 16 march 24 march 30 april 19t july 15f
august 18 october 4
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stress it is to be expected that emphasis on the word of

wisdom would be secondary to more pressing considerations

the few references that were made to the revelation
in the late 1880 and early 90s indicate that despite

the obvious improvement made by many saints in curbing

word of wisdom infractions church leaders were sometimes

annoyed by occasional abuses at april conference 1886

the first presidency referred to those who officiated or

participated in temple functions noting that it was

most inconsistent to carry in the smell of whiskey and
24tobacco in 1893 the general membership of the church

25was chided for excessive use of tea coffee and tobaccotobaccos

the lapse period of the late 80 and early 90 B

ended in october 1894 when wilford woodruff now president

of the church spoke forcefully to church members regarding

word of wisdom observanceobservances

the word of wisdom applies to wilford woodruff
the president of the church and it applies to all the
leaders of israel as well as to the members of the
church and if there are any of these leading men who
cannot refrain from using tobacco or liquor in
violationolatlonolatsonvav3 of the word of wisdom let them resign and
otherothers take their places As leaders of israel we
have no business to indulge in these things there
may be thingsthines contrary to the word of wisdom that we
indulge ini and that we think we cannot live without
if we cannot let us die

24james R clarkdarkmark ed messarmessages of the firsteirst
presidency salt lake city bookcraft 1969 III111ililii 9 51
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I1 have many good sisters come to me and say
presidentprebidPresid woodruffnt I1 have been raised on tea and
coffee and if I1 do not have it I1 will be sick I1
can not get along without it or I1 will die and what
have I11 said to them better die and keep the commandments
of the lord than to live and break them and here I1 see
the presiding patriarch of the church close to me
if he can not keep the word of wisdom and the comman-
dments of god we will have to get another patriarch
of the churchchurchy6hurch if he can not put away his tobacco and
smoking he better resign if he things those things
are of greater value thamthemthan the holy spirit brother
john smith you better resign and we will get some one
who will keep the commandments of the lord you
better throw away your pipe and liquor habits and keep
the commandments of the lord and give way to some one
who will honor that calling

27johnjohw re

78

woodruff approached this theme with little trepidation and

was prepared to call any guilty member to repentance

john smith patriarch of the churchychurch was warned thuslythuslyi

we want men who
honor their calling and keep the commandments of the
lord to occupy positions of trust and not those who
do not live worthy of the blessings of the almighty
and thibthis must be so

in that same conference heber J grant a young apostle

advised male members who think more of a cup of tea or

coffee or a cigarette or a chew of tobacco 11 than their
Q

priesthood to resign their priesthood

the next few years were characterized by occasional
but firm declarations by church leaders to adhere to the

word of wisdom and clarifications on some of the finer
points of the revelation in february 1898 the deseret
sunday school union board suggested word of wisdom

john M whitaker journal of john M whitakerWhitalseralier
october 1 189491894 ppePP 676867 HDCmc68

Q28journal history october 6 1894 p 12
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offenders not be selected superintendents and teachers in
29

mormon sunday schools in may 1898 the first presidency

and some of the apostles met in the temple to discuss
enforcement of the word of wisdom As reported in the

journal history of the church

the subject of the word of wisdom and its strict
enforcement was brought up for discussion probprosprespreb L
snow having raised the question whether bishops were
justified in refusing to give members of the church
recommends to the temple because they did not observe
the word of wisdom brother J H smith inquired
what was meant by hot drinks president J PF smith
said it was defined by hyrum smith in the times and
seasons also that he bro smith had heard president
brigham young say that at the time the revelation
on the word of wisdom was given prominent men in the
church were inveterate tobacco users and tea and
coffee drinkers and that it was because of those
practices that the word of wisdom wmswas given president
L snow read the revelation on the word of wisdom and
drew special attention to that part which relates to
the use of meats which he considered as that which
relates to the use of liquors and hot drinks he
also referred to the revelation which says that he
forbids the use of meat is not of god he went on to
state that president taylor had expressed the view
that some of the brethren talked too strongly against
the drinking of tea and coffee brother snow said
he was convinced that the killing of animals when
unnecessary was wrong and sinful and that it was
not right to neglect one part of the word of wisdom
and be too strenuous in regard to other parts presi-
dent woodruff said he regarded the word of wisdom in
its entirety as given of the lord for the latter
day saints to observe but he did not think that
bishops should withhold recommends from persons who
did not adhere strictly to 0

the tone of this meeting suggests that the specific

juvenile instructor XXXIII february 1898
p 1240124

journal30journal30 history march 11 1898 p 2
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guidelines which govern word of wisdomwisdom11 obedience today

had not quite been formulated by that time certainly
snow conviction that the portion of the revelation
dealing with meatconsumptionmeat shouldconsumption receive equal

consideration with the partaking of forbidden drinks has

never been accepted as church policy president snows

reference to john baylostaylostaylorlsTayloryaylor alleged opinion on the brethren
speaking too harshly against the drinking of tea and coffee
seems somewhat inconsistent with previous statements made

by the mormon president unless it was meant to imply

that taylor considered the evils or problems associated
with tobacco and liquor to be much weighter than those

connected with tea and coffee lastly it is interesting
to observe that despite wilford woodruffs 1894 denunciatory

remark concerning saints who fell short of observance

he chose not to withhold recommends from those falling
short of absolute obedience

summaeySuTTisumma

A

maryey

considerable improvement in word of wisdom

observance took place during the 188019001880 periodperiods1900 the
most influential and farreachingfar crusadereaching to curb abuses
oqcuridoqcur4d in 1883 and 1884 under the leadership of john

L
tayloretaylor A contributing factor to the success of this
reform period was thexnitedthetmited effort exhibited by church

leaders themselves to observe the revelation wilford

woodruff a firm advocate of abstinence after 18831883i stressed
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the importanceportanceia of church members livingluring the word of wisdom

and in 189 suggested that leaders and officers resign

their church positions if they fell short of obedience

to this standard evidenceEvid wouldonoeonceenoe suggest that by 1900

a majority of church leaders including those on the local
levellevei obeyed the revelation

8



CHTERCHAPTER VII

THE WORD OF WISDOM AND THE

ADOPTION OF prohibition

joseph F smith mormon prophet from 1901 until
1919 was probably as strict with regard to word of wisdom

observance ac any of his predecessors and a brief review

of his early statements on the issue suggest that he

sought to drawdra additional guidelines to govern observance

of the revelation in 1901 he stressed that tea and coffee
were to be interpretedbeinterpretedreinterpreted as hot drinks not pepperpepperypeppers ginger

and other such things which people were referring to in
rationalizing their drinking of tea and coffee M A

year later he critized some of the excuses wayward saints
were using to justify laxity in living the word of wisdom

he said that some people saw no evil in drinking tea and

coffee because these items were not specifically mentioned

in the revelation while some seventies and elders condoned

observancenonobservancenon of the word of wisdom because the revelation
was given for the benefit of the council of high

2priests in october 1902 the mormon leader

journal history october 1901 located in back
section of volume

2ibid
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wrote john hess a stake president at farmingtonfarming utahutahston

in asnwer to an inquiry regarding the granting of recommends

to church members who did not observe the vordword of wisdom

president smith advised hess to 1 use his own discretion
in most cases 2 refuse recommends to flagrant violators

3 work with those having weaknesses 4 be somewhat liberal
with very old men who had contracted the tobacco habit
but insist that they refrain from using tobacco those

days they are in the temple 5 draw the line on drunken-

ness

president smith might have stressed word of wisdom

obedience even more had it not been for the fact that he

had to spend a good deal of his time in defending the

church from outside attacks the early years of his
administration were characterized by numerous criticisms
of the socalledso evilscalled within the mormon system thomas

eealskeamskearns a nonmormonnon senatormormon from utah had condemned

church leaders as monarchial and monopolistic and the

antimormon american party was formed to combat alleged

church interference in political affairs several widely

circulated magazines denounced everything about mormonism
4including polygamy which was still a sensitive issueissuer 9

3letterletten from the first presidency to john hess HDC

4hjamesbjamesjames B allenalienailen and richard 0 cowan mormonism in
the twentieth centercentury provoproves brigham youngtoung university press
1969 PPppe 18221822018 22022
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the salt lake tribune was a leading vehicle of anti
mormon sentiment and overall the public image of the

church was far from positive

at the same time the church was endeavoring to

correct these nonmormonnon misconceptionsmormon the prohibition
issue once again came into focus both nationally and locally
while the prohibition movement provided an excellent chance

to teach word of wisdom principles within the larger
framework of prohibition reform it cameoame at a time when

mormongentilemormon relationsgentile were strained many church

leaders leery of more negative exposure were probably

reluctant to involve themselves in so sensitive an issue

it must have been obvious to church authorities
during the early years of the twentieth century that the

successes of the nationwide prohibition forces would

eventually lead to prohibitory legislation thetho anti-
saloon league was organized and operating effectively in
most states and other temperance organizations were influinflux

entialestial in campaigning for statewide prohibition 5

locally neither political party had made prohibi-

tion a major political issue until 1908 by that time the

popular support for a prohibition law influenced both

republicans and democrats to take an active interest in
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such legislation

it was expected that the mormon church with its
stand on strong drinks would be a major force in the
push for statewide prohibition and it was not surprising
that church leaders chose to emphasize the word of wisdom

during the 1908 general conference sessions at4 april
conferenceconferences joseph PF smith urged observance of the

7tion and other speakers stressed the same theme francis
R lyman told the membership of the church that the time

has come when all latterdaylatter saintsday should be held to
a little stricter account with regard to the word of

Q

wisdom at general conference held the following

october the word of wisdom was the keynote theme in the

words of elder george richards the spirit of this
particular conference was to create a sentiment among

this people in favor of yielding more implicit obedience

unto the word of tigethe lord as pertains to the keeping of
9the word of wisdomWis indomi his opening address president smith

remarked I1 am sorry to say that I1 do not believe there

is another revelation contained in this book the doctrine

bruce T dyer A study of the forces leading to
the adoption of prohibitionofprohibition in utah in 1917 unpublished
masters thesis brigham young university 1958 7
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and covenants or another commandment given of the lord
that is less observed or honored than this vordwordfordfokd of wisdom

and that tootoatog byb members and officers of the church
following smitmsmithessmith address elder anthon illvii lund a member

of the first presidency indicated that the general

authorities were now insisting that individuals accepting

positions in wards priesthood quorumsQu etcorums live the word

of wisdom george albert smith an apostle provided

a

g

note of positive encouragement to saints with word of

wisdom weaknesses in his address by reporting that in
the st george stake an area formerly plagued with
some wine abuse all members of ohetheoho stakestare presidency

high council and ward bishoprickbishopricseishopricsBishEishelsh withoprics two exceptions
12were living the word of wisdom

whileehile the foudwordfordwoudvordwoud of0 wisdomf was the obvious theme of

october general conference it was somewhat puzzling to

somesame that at a time when prohibition was being hotly

debated no specific pronouncement was made regarding

that question though many authorities spoke in favor of
temperance or abstinence the lacklacy of precise reference
to prohibition suggested to some that the church was not

openly in favor of statewide prohibition in fact the

ibid october 19081808 p 5

ibid october 1908908 p 11

ibid october 1908 ppap 848584
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saitsaltaltait imkelakelmke tribunetrib indicatedune that the reluctance of mormon

leaders to openly declare their support for prohibition
during october general conference inferred that they

1 3desired an alternatealtex plannate whatever the case although

an apparent majority of citizens in utah favored some

type of prohibition in 1908 the desired laws were not
14passed

the statewide prohibition controverseycontro wasversey dormant

for some years following the spirited legislative sessions
of 1908 and 1909 and it was not until 1915 that the utah

15legislature once again came to grips with the issue

after a long struggle governor spry an active
mormon surprised many by vetoing the wootton bill thus

killing any hope for a prohibitory measure soon

afterward state senator william seegmiller claimed spry
17acted in accordance with the wishes of joseph F smithsmithysmithe

the fiseegmillerseegmiller statement came during general conference

in april 1915 and response from smith was interesting
while not denying seegmillertsseegmiller olalclaimoladts the mormon leader
stated that he had never relaxed his advocacy of prohibition

1 salt lake tribune salt lake city january
17t 1909

dyer A study of the forces p 46
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and predicted that utah would soon enter prohibition
1 ft

ranks

his reluctance to comment specifically on prohibition issues
during general conference sessions have led some to conclude

that his ambivalence was due to a fear that direct mormon

entrance into the controversy would deepen mormongentilemormon

20
gentile

wounds and result in a renewal of antimormonanti agitateagitationagitatlmormon

certainly there can be little question that the mormon

president like the majority of church authorities desired

statewidestate prohibitionwide viewing the measure as a progressive
step forward in helping people comply with what he considered

to be a divine code of healthahealthshealth
although smith never chose to comment often on

prohibition his statements on the word of wisdom would

suggest that he was moving the church slowly but steadily
in the direction of complete abstinence in 1909 president

smith was asked by bishop william A seegmiller of canabkanab

if tobacco habits should constitute a basis for withholding

recommends seegmiller was advised that all mormons should

1 ft
conference reportsrehor april 1915 P 139

19improvement era XIV june 1911 735 S

de sereterot newsnewsy june 6 191igi
Q
dyer A study of the forces w ppap 103104103 104
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31notwnoewnotwithstandingithstandingwithstandingith thestanding fact that smith had on previous
19occasions declared his desire for statewide prohibition
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live the law but some lenience should be extended to
21elderly people in some instances in 1913 the first

presidency instructed nephi L morris president of the

salt lake stake not to call or recommend young men for
22missions unless they observe the word of wisdom

by the close of joseph PF smiths administration
prospects for increasing churchwidechurchvidechurch widevide obedience were bright

statewidestate prohibitionwide had come in 19171917f abstinence roherratherdather

than merely temperance was probably the rule among ward

and stake leaders and most mormons had come to accept

compliance to the revelation as a tenet of their falthfaithsfaithfaithe
in 1916 a comparative census of tobacco users among

young male members in the st george stake indicated

that in 1891 roughly 79 per cent of 428 questioned observed

the word of wisdom whereas in 1916 approximately 8 per
2cent of 827 polled adhered to the revelation progress

had been made soon word of wisdom obedience would be to

many outsiders the most distinguishing characteristic of
mormon people

21 letter from the first presidency to bishop
william A seegmiller and counselors HDC

9james R clarisclarkclarh ed messages of the first
presidencyestdenqxq t IV 283

00journal history april 1916 located in back
section of volume
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CHAPTERCRALPTER VIII

THE WORD OF WISDOM A STANDARD

OF CHURCH ORTHODOXY

heber J grant president of the church from 1919

until 1951945 emphasizedemphasisemphasiemp thehaslhasi ordwordwoud of wisdom with constant

firmnessfirufirn andmess fervor under grants leadership the

revelation came to be regarded as a binding principle
a test of individual obedience and worthiness and a

requirement for a temple recommend

determining precisely when grant declared the

word of wisdomwisdo to be binding is difficult and many have

maintained it was made obligatory before grantgrants time

for at least three reasons however it seems logical to

believe that word of wisdom observance became a pre-

requisite for a temple recommend during grants administra-

tion 1 wilford woodruff said in 1898 he did not believe

in withholding recommends from saints who did not strictly
adhere to the revelation 2 joseph F smith and other
members of the first presidency advised stake and ward

leaders to work with those having word of wisdom weaknesses

difdlfficultficula

av2v

2letteraletter

at9t

and to be liberal with elderly individuals 3 grant

journal history march 11 189818989 p 2 HDC

3letter from the first presidency to john hess
october 31 1902 HDC letter from the first presidency to
bishop william A seegmiller and counselors january 26
1909190igo HDC
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obviously considered strict abstinence necessary and

binding 3

certainly grant was a logical person to bring

about a strict enforcement of the vordword of wisdom As

a young apostle he often spoke out against disobedience

of it preaching year after year and seeing little
improvement among the saints was a frustrating experience

for him and occasionally his apparent inability to inspire
mormons to curb their use of the items in question resulted
in outright discouragement he obviously was in such a

mood when he uttered the following in 1894189s

I1 confess to you my friends and fellowlaborersfellow
in

laborers
the cause of god that I1 have been humiliated beyond

expression to go to one of the stakes of zion to stand
up and preach to the people and call upon them to obey
the word of wisdom and then to sit down to the table
of a president of a stake after having preached with
all the zeal energy and power that I1 possessed
calling upon the people to keep the commandments of
god and to have his wife ask me if I1 would like a cup
of tea or a cup of coffee I1 have felt in my heart
that it was an insult considering the words that I1
had spokenspo andIcen I1 have felt humiliated to think that
I1 had not sufficient power and enough of the spirit
of god to enable me to utter words that would penetrate
the heart of a president of a stake that he at least
would be willing to carry out the advice which I1 had
given T ememberrememberdemember going to a stake of zion but a short
time ago and preaching with all the energy I1 possessed
and with all the spirit that god would give me upon
the necessity of refraining from the drinking of tea
and coffee and I1 heard also at that conference a very
eloquent appeal to the latterdaylatter saintsday by a man who
I1 understood was a president of a quorum of seventy
but when we came to take our meal he jokingly said

Q
james R clark ed messages of the first

presidencyPresIden saltcl lake city bookcraft 1965 V 163
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that he could not do without his tea and coffee and
he proposed to have it and suffer the consequencesconsequencesoconsequence
I1 remember going to another stake of zion and preaching
to the people on the necessity of refraining from tea
and coffee and giving some figures upon the wasting
of the peopledpeo meanspletspleis and the president of the stake
remarked after I1 got through that he thought the lord
would forgive them if they did drink their coffee
because the water in that stake of zion was very bad
I1 did not say anything but IX1 thought a good deal
and I1 had to pray to the lord and to bite my tongue
to keep from getting up and doing something that I1 never
have done in nrymy life and that is to pick out a man
and thrash him from the public stand I1 felt that
god owed me a blessing for not publicly reproving
that man because I1 wanted to do it so badly

now I1 had made up my mind before I1 came to this
conference that I1 would not open my mouth upon the word
of wisdom I1 have become so discouraged so dis
heartened so humiliated in my feelings after preaching
year after year both by precept and example to
realize that there are bishops bishopstbishops1BishopsBish counselorsopst
presidents of stakes and patriarchs among the church
of god whose hearts I11 have not been able to touch
that I1 had about made up my mind that I1 would never
again say word of wisdom to the latterdaylatter saintsday
I1 fellfeltfeil that it was like pouring water on a duclsducisduals
back 4

grant however did not let up but if anything increased

his devotion to the preaching the word of wisdom after
assuming the mantle of church leadership in 191919190

concurrent with grantsgrant is elevation to the presidency

was the beginning of the prohibition era in the united
states prohibition was a measure with grant had diligently
worked for and he frequently spoke out in favor of the

experiment supporting prohibition and observing the word

journal history october 6 189

while a church apostle grant was chosen as the
national trustee in utah of the american antisaloonanti leaguesaloon
see deseret news january 6 1909 P 1
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of wisdom both became frequent themes during his years as

church president
grants desire to make word of wisdom obedience

mandatory was manifest early in his administration in
october 1919 the first presidency instructed mission

presidents not to send letters of recommendation for temple

recommends unless the individuals concerned were keeping

the word of wisdom in 1920 at a time when antitobaccoanti
sentiment

tobacco

was being distributed through organizations such

as the no tobacco league of america 11 the MIA adopted

a slogan which advocated the nonusenon anduse nonsalenon ofsale
7tobacco in 1925 grant referred to wilford woodruffs

declaration that church officeholdersoffice mustholders heed the word

of wisdom or resign their positions and stated further
that men who do not obey the word of wisdom are not worthy

to stand as examples before the peoplepeoblepeo toihlelileihie be invited
into private priesthood meetings and to discuss matters

0
for the welfare of the church of god at general

conference heldholdheid in april 1926 the mormon leader expressed

gratitude that the great majority of latterday saints
were living the word of wisdom and reiterated that all

journal historyhah3 junestory 10 192811928 p 3
rv

conference reports october 1920 p 74 the
slogan was we stand for the nonusenon anduse nonsalenon ofsale tobac
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utahnsutahna gave hoover a decided

majority although state results seemingly indicated that
voters were not overwhelmingly in support of prohibition

by 1932 prohibition as a political issue was

reaching its climax utah voters gave the wet democrats

91bid99tbidf april 1926 ppap 565 av6v

journal10

6

history june 10 192819289 p 3

george harmon skyles A study of forces and events
leading to the repeal of prohibition and the adoption of
a liquor control system in utah

94

presiding officers throughout the church must adhere to
0

the revelation in 1928 president grant spoke to workers

in the primary and mutual improvement associations urging

them to labor diligently to persuade the youth of

zion to be more faithful in observing the

word of wisdom 10

grants occupationpreoccupationpre with word of wisdom

adherence became even more pronounced in the late 1920

and early 1930s19301s this emphasis can be accounted for in
part by the growing dissatisfaction with prohibition and

the accompanying sentiment for repeal by 192819289 the

difficulties encountered in enforcing prohibition had

become obvious and it was almost inevitable that the
controversy would become a hotly debated election issue

that year nationally wet al smith campaigned against

dry herbertherber hoover

unpublished mastermastertsmasters
thesis brigham young university 1962 apppppoapo 152015 20

9

19201s

t

Mast eriserts
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a resounding majoritymajori andtygtys althoughalthaith thecuchcugh primary issue was

the depression there was little question that the forces
favoring repeal had won a victory

As

9

expectexpectedexpectedt mormon leaders opposed repeal senti-
ment although not all general authorities were completely

united on the repeal question B H robertsRoberrobertss for one
12was a notable exception the ardent prohibitionists

among the authorities were the more vocal among the most

outspoken was richard R lyman who defended prohibition as
13a successful venture at the 1932 october general

conference lyman and joseph F merrill urged the saints to
14support prohibition

by november 133 repeal and antirepealanti groupsrepeal
banded together for a final concerted effort in behalf of

their respective cause the five latterdaylatter saintday auxili-
aries were amongamone the dry organizations the churchschurches

newspaper the deseret news and its most widely circulated
magazine the improvement era strongly supported retention

12letter from brigham H roberts to rudger claws on
september 20 193319339 copy located in the special collections
library brigham young university

1

october 193291932 ppap 395539
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of prohibition and the frequency of antirepealanti utter-
ances

repeal

from grant and leading officials increased as voting

time neared

with the completion of the november 7 balloting
the fate of the eighteenth amendment and the state pro-

hibition amendment was sealed utahnsutahna voted for repeal
by a considerable margin grantisgrants disappointment must have

been especially bitter as utah had the distinction of
becoming the thirtysixththirty statesixth to ratify the repeal
amendment and thus was the final state needed to make it
a law 17

although grant and other church leaders were

disappointed at losing the prohibition battle their
discouragement did not extend to word of wisdom matters

this was a battle they were winning and mormon authorities
were not about to let up some two years before repeal
grant replied to those who still continued to excuse

infractions under the guise of the revelation not being

a c commandmentommandmentcommandment

I1 have met any number of people who have said the
word of wisdom is not a command from the lord that it
isXS not given by way of commandment but the word of
wisdom is the will of the lord and the lord says in
the words that I1 have just read that it is not meet

doseretDo newsseretserotserob feb 3 19331913 P 41 febpebpob 21219 193391933
r 11 azovzo imirrovomoimprovoment era XXXVI september october and
N novemberovinborovin issuesberborbed

ft 0
1933

1 7 james B alienallenallonailenailon and richard 0 cowan mormonism
in achofcho twentieth century provo brighamBr youngicham universitypress 1969 P 38
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that we should be commanded in all things if you
love your neighbor as yourself if you love god with
all your heart might mind and strength does he
need to command10conunandlcommand

that

10

same year 100000 mutual workers convened in june

conference declared themselves to stand for physical

mental and spiritual health through observance of the word
19of wisdom this theme was soon followed up on the

local level as all stakes and wards in the church were
20asked to hold word of wisdom exhibits

grantgrants refusal to soften his verbal barrage

occasionally resulted in criticism and his replies to

his detractors indicate his sincerity and devotion to

his task in 1932 the mormon leader stated he had been

called a crank for constantly urging the saints to observe

the word of wisdom but mentioned that he expected to be
21a crank in that respect to the end of his life the

consistency and regularity with which grant stressed the

word of wisdom is reflected the following remarks made

at general conference held in october 1935

today I1 appeal to you each and all to use your
influence at home and abroad to get the people to keep
the word of wisdom and I1 am going to read it it

1 ft
clarhdarkclarkmark ed messages of the first Presidenpresidency

V 301
1 9journal history june 12 1931 p 3

20ibid october 17 1931
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era the reviews ran monthly through february 1940

in 1937 the first presidency authorized the quorum of

twelve to organize a campaign throughout the church to

combat the increasing trend toward the use of alcohol

and other intoxicating beverages and to conteractcounteractconter

cigarette
act

smoking particularly among the young people
24of the church

98

may be that it will be the fiftythirdfifty timethird in the past
fiftythreefifty yearsthree I1 think that I1 have read it at least
once a year if not a half a dozen times 22

in 1937 president grant told those who objected to hearing

the word of word of wisdom preached so often that no

mortal man who as a latterdaylatter saintday is keeping the word
23of wisdom is ever sick and tired of hearing it

the greatest concentration of emphasis on the

word of wisdom in the history of the church came during

the late thirties and early forties during this period

thothe church expended considerable effort to promote it
through literary means in may 1361936 the first word

of wisdom review a monthly presentation of information

pertinent to the word of wisdom appeared in the amproimproImproveimprovement

this was to be the most thorough and

complete antiliquorantiantl tobaccoliquor crusade ever undertaken in

0
conference reports october 193519359 P 8

ibidbid april 1937 P 13
24the improvement eraeraserat XL december 1937 771

vemetut
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gk25the church tj in conjunction with the campaign an

antiliquoranti tobaccoliquor column became a regular feature in
the improvement erabra retitledtitledKe no liquor tobacco in
february 1911941igi this column appeared monthly until march

1952 the no liquor tobacco section informed readers
of contemporary scientific developments which substantiated
the mormon position on tobacco and liquor provided testi
monialsmoniale from noted individuals who felt abstinence contri-
buted to their success as athletes pilots scholars
etc and continually reminded mormons of the blessings

both temporal and spiritual which were predicated upon

word of wisdom observance
among the most influential literary efforts associated

with the word of wisdom have been the publications of john

A and leah D widtsoewidtsoeoWidt insoe their extensiveexten synthesisgive

the word of wisdom A modern interpretationintretation they claimed

that latest nutritional developments confirmed word of

wisdom truthstruths9 and suggested that individuals would

experience health improvement or recovery by following the
9precepts outlined in the revelation the work was used

27as the melchizedek priesthood study course in 1938

ibid XL december 1937 771

john A and leah D ldtsoewtdtsoeW the word of wisdom
A modern
1938 p 5
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administration there have been those who would broaden

word of wisdom prohibitions according to a variety of

personal interests or fads books such as the word of

wisdom A modelmodem interpretationintexpretation for all their value som-

etimes provide a basis for such extremists expeciallyespecially for
food fadistsfadissadists some individuals have claimed that true
observance of the word of wisdom precludes white sugar

chocolate candy etc for example a mission president

joseph F merrill in 1934 that some saints in his area

suggested a fellowmemberfollowmemberfellowfollow bemember disfellowshipeddisfellowship because he
Q

ate white bread such people have been out of line with

church policy and to them general authorities have patiently
9replied that only alcohol tobacco tea and coffee are

specifically prohibited widtsoe himself cautioned

against stretching the word of wisdom to conform with our
aqpq

own opinions

100

through the years and particularly during grant

A similar response was voiced by bruce

R mcconkie some years later who said
some unstable people become cranks with reference

to this law of health it should be understood that
the word of wisdom is not the gospel and the gospel
is not the word of wisdom there is no prohi-
bition in section 891 for instance as to the eating
of white bread using white flour white sugar cocoa
chocolate eggs milk meat or anything else except
items classified under the headings tea coffee
tobacco and liquor

OQ
deseret news august 18 193

2029john A widt8obwjldtsote evidencesidences and reconcilationsreconciliations
salt lake city bookcraft 1951195 III111ili 1551550

030brucebruce R mcconkie mormon doctrine salt lake
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another area of sensitivity has to do with cola

drinks which some people feel should be prohibited because

theythoy contain caffine as does coffee from time to time

church leaders have been asked to explain the position
of the church with regard to such beverages their
replies have been consistent in three respects 1

they advise against the drinking of cola drinks because

of the caffine content 2 they suggest that any drink
or substance containing a habitforminghabit drugforming should be

avoided 3 they emphasize that the church has never

included cola drinks within the actual prohibitions of

the word of wisdom 31

in summary by the end of the 1930 word of wisdom

adherence had become important and obligatory to almost

all concerned saints grants incessentincessantinces preachingsent to

a generation largely unfettered with the undesirable

habits of their forebears had taken effect the word of

wisdom had become an accurate criterion of church orthodoxy

and a distinctive characteristic of mormon society

several writers during this time observed that although

mormon exclusiveness had greatly diminished by the 1920s19201s

and 1930s193jsf there still was little social interaction
between mormons and gentiles the principle reason being

31 letterlatter from mark E peterson to a brother lloydlioyd
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32the abstinence of church members from tobacco and liquor

such exclusiveness has continued through the years thomas

odea a nonmormonnon scholarmormon who wrote a profoundly analytical
work on mormonism in 1957 concluded that

0 0 while the mormons have never identified
group membership with peculiarity of dress as sectarlsectarisectary
anistsanisis have frequently done the strict interpreta-
tion of joseph smithissmithy no liquor notobaccono counseltobacco
at the present day serves an analagousanalogous function and
has become the focus of the expression of exclusivist
sent imentament s33

although the word of wisdom is no longer stressed
as often as it was during grants administration it still
occupies a high priority level for faithful mormons and

one cannot advance in the church receive temple recommends

or hold positions of responsibility without abiding by

its precepts

modernmodemmodea saints though probably have a more

rational basis for obedience to the revelation than did

church members in former times recent scientific
developments have demonstrated the soundness of word

of wisdom doctrines more particularly with regard to

tobacco in 1954 the american cancer society and the

32katharine PF gerould salt lake the city of
the saints harpers CXLIX june igi 1924 2 richard
0 cowan mormonism11mormonism in national periodicals unpublished
doctors dissertation stanford university 19l191igligiigo P 123

33thomas PF odemodeaodom the sociology of mormonism
publications in the puinavipuinani ties no 14 MITm0it9 195591955 Ppo 880
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british medical research council reported that death katesrates
were higher for cigarette smokers than nonsmokersnon somesmokers

ten years later a committee appointed by the US surgeon

linked cigarette smoking with the increase in lung cancer

coronary artery disease chronic bronchitis and emphysema

in 1965 federal legislation was passed requiring cigarette
packages to carry health hazard labels and more recently

cigarette advertising has been banned from TVteve and
34radio other lesserknownlesser studiesknown have contended that

coffee and tea contain dangerous drugs and the problems

associated with alcohol consumption are obvious indeed

common sense concern for health while not supplanting

faith has become an additional reason for latterdaylatter
saints

day

today to live the word of wisdom

34robert E hair tobacco and disease

3

en aencyclopedia
britannicaBritebrita 1970amica XXII 46



CHAPTERHAXTER IX

SUMMARYSUMARYsugart AND conclusions

joseph smith the founder of the mormon churchchurchy

issued a health code in 1833 which advocated among other
things that alcohol tobacco tea and coffee not be

taken internally smithis views were not novel and some

aspects of the code reflected contemporary americanameraAmerl

thought

i

to

can

mormons however the important thing was that
joseph claimed to have received this knowledge by way of

revelation thus confirmingconfinningcon whatfinning many had taught previously

regarding the undesirability of such substances

since the revelation was given not by way of
commandment it was to be expected that there would be

a number of different responses from the beginning

some viewed it as binding and desired to make observance

obligatory while others agreeing that it was sound

advice did not feel that it should be used as a basis
of church tnbershipmtftbership it in- apparent that in the l830s18301s

many did take the revelation seriously and considered

compliance important considerable pressure was exerted
upon saints in many areas to abstain from alcohol tobaccotobac

tea
covcot

and coffee one exception to this had to do with

wine consumption as it is evident that many mormons did
104104loh

contemporaryamerl
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not place wine in the ardent spirit category

by the early 1840s there was a slackening of word

of wisdom stress and observance nauvoo originally
almost a drytowndry town liberalized its laws regulating

liquor control as early as 1841 during this time chuchchurh
leaders occasionally cautioned the saints about being

narrow and intolerant with regard to those who had

difficulty obeying the revelation
apparently joseph smith was not an advocate of

strict compliance and his actions and words suggest he

leaned toward moderation rather than abstinence quite
possibly the prophet was more concerned with what he

considered to be more significant matters pertaining to

the growth of the kingdom and sought to avoid the

fanaticism that characterized sermons of some of the

radical temperance reformers at any rate joseph while

strongly opposed to intemperate actions showed little
concern with mild lapses and minor infractions

word of wisdom observance reached a low ebb

following the death of joseph smith in 184401844 in planning

their trek westward mormons included tea coffee and

alcohol among their supplies apparently these items

were regarded as staples by some saints this same

laxity continued throughout the early harsh years of the

settlement of the great basin and it was not until
the saints were entrenched in utah territory that any

notable improvement took place obviously the hardships

h

abstinence
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associated with the colonization process outweighedout wordwelghod

of wisdom considerations at this timetimes

A emphasisreemphasisre of the word of wisdom took place in
the 1860ts18601s much of the motivation behind this increased

stress was economic in nature as church leaders objected

to the amount of money mormons were spending to import

items prohibited in section 89 during the early years

of this crusade brigham young and other church leaders

stressed local production of the products as much as they

preached abstinence fomftolm them but this emphasis changed

later to concern with complete obedience brigham young

noted a general improvement with regard to word of wisdom

observance during this era but the improvement was probably

of no lasting cojiCQJIconsequencesequence

it appears that during the thirty years that
brigham young presided over the church he gradually

arrived at the conclusion that the word of wisdom must

be lived realizing that older generations would have

difficulty reforming he directed many of his admonitions

to the youngeyoungsyoung A detailed study of his talks and addresses
suggests that the appeal to youth was not altogether
successful or at least that progress was extremely slow

and later sermons reflect young1s progressive determina-

tion to curb abuses by emphasizing that the revelation
applied to all cormonsmormonsMor stillmons it seems safe to assert
that brigham young regarded word of wisdom observance as

secondary to the paramount concern of laying the economic

the

duringthis
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foundations of the kingdom young himself was apparently

a strict adherent after 1862 though he never made complete

obedience a test of fellowship in the church

in 1883 under the administration of john taylor
the most farreachingfar andreaching influential crusade up to that
time to encourage mormons to obey the word of wisdom began

the stress was strictly moralistic as church members were

urged to heed the revelation because god desired it and

not because of economic pressure or health considerations
an important key to the success of this reformation lay

in the unanimity of agreement expressed by church leaders
to lead out by setting the example of abstinence

wilford woodruff successor to john taylor was

a strict adherent after 1883 and suggested as had taylor
that leaders and officers resign their church positions

if they fell short of obedience to this standard joseph

F smith president of the church from 1901 until 1919

stated that the revelation was binding upon all members

although all presidents up to and including joseph F

smith occasionally stressed strict abstinence none of

them believed in withholding temple recommends from saints
with moderate weaknesses in this area

president heber J grant mormon prophet from 1919

until 1951945 evidently felt a need to preach obedience to

this revelation as no other church president had while

stressinstressingstrassin that the word of wisdom was an absolute command-

ment binding upon all saints grant also appealed to

L
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physical motives by emphasizing the health advantages one

might accrue by adherence some have felt that granosgrantsgrantis
preoccupation with the word of wisdom led to an over-

emphasis of the revelation often at the expense of more

fundamental christian virtues still it must be admitted

that his continual preaching to a new generation of saints
resulted in mormons reaching a high level of obedience

during his administration almost all mormons came to

accept the revelation as a fundamental and necessary tenet

of their religion
there has been little change in direction regarding

word of wisdom attitudes since president grantsgrant time

if anything more recent emphasis on compliance with

other standards of christian living has resulted in the

word of wisdom being stressed less often modernmodemmodel research
however has lent greater credence than ever to a mormonmormons

belief in the divinity of the revelation and the degree

to which almost all active church members have come to live
the precepts contained in section 89 have resulted in
word of wisdom observance becoming quite possibly the most

apparent characteristic of mormon society in the twentieth
century

grantfs
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ABSTRACT

the word of wisdom was announced by joseph smith
as a revelation from god in 1833 the revelation pro-
hibited the use of alcohol tobacco tea and coffee
its pronouncement came at a time when temperance movements
were conspicuous throughout america

interpretations and attitudes have changed toward
the word of wisdom over the years before 1840 many mormons
considered abstinence important though joseph smith
stressed moderation observance became lax as mormons
trelcedtrekedtrekked westward to settle utah territory brigham young
stressed obedience to the revelation in the 1860 but
never made observance obligatory under john taylor in
1883 a word of wisdom reformation began taylor stressed
that church officers should obey the revelation as did
successors wilford woodruff and joseph FP smith none
of them required rigid compliance for procurement of a
temple recommend heber J grant preached the word of
wisdom with zeal and during his administration strict
observanceobserveaice became a criterion of orthodoxy attitudes
have changed little since grantgrantfsgrants time and today word of
wisdom adherence is a distinguishing characteristic of
mormon society
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